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Abstract 

The CanX-2 Nanosatellite is a student built satellite launched into orbit April 28th, 2008. 

Among its scientific payloads, CanX-2 is carrying a commercial off the shelf dual 

frequency geodetic grade GPS receiver. The receiver, a NovAtel OEM4-G2L, is operated 

intermittently and has been used for the collection of both radio occultation data and orbit 

determination data.  

 

This thesis presents an empirical study of the acquisition properties of the OEM4-G2L 

under orbital dynamics. A method has been designed for rapidly acquiring a position fix 

in spite of CanX-2’s orbital velocity. First hand experiences of acquisition successes and 

challenges in orbit have helped refine the method, ultimately cutting the average 

acquisition time down from 20 minutes to 3.5 minutes, at the cost of operational 

complexity. An algorithm enabling the same rapid acquisition without ground support has 

been designed based on the constraints of nanosatellite operations, and validated using 

CanX-2 data.  
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Preface 

The research carried out for this thesis represents several firsts. It is the first time a dual 

frequency commercial GPS receiver has been successfully flown on board a student 

cubesat and collected scientific data. It is also the first time a NovAtel receiver has flown 

in space, despite earlier studies indicating that it was suitable for the application. As such, 

the CanX-2 radio occultation experiment has been a significant forerunner for current and 

future missions such as AISSat, RAX, JC2Sat, CASSIOPE and CanX-4/5, all of which 

are carrying or plan to carry NovAtel receivers into space.  

 

In order to share the CanX-2 orbital experiences with the scientific community, results 

from operating the GPS receiver onboard CanX-2 have been previously published in two 

conference papers with a third in preparation: 

 

1. Kahr, E., K. O’Keefe and S. Skone (2010) “Optimizing Tracking and Acquisition 

Capabilities for the CanX-2 Nanosatellite’s COTS GPS Receiver in Orbit,” 

Proceedings of ION GNSS 2010, September 21-24, Portland, Oregon. 

2. Kahr, E., S. Skone and K. O’Keefe (2010) “Orbit Determination for the CanX-2 

Nanosatellite Using Intermittent GPS Data,” Proceedings of ION GNSS 2010, 

September 21-24, Portland, Oregon.  

3. Kahr E., O. Montenbruck, K. O’Keefe, S. Skone, J. Urbanek, L. Bradbury, and P. 

Fenton (2011) “GPS Tracking of a Nanosatellite – the CanX-2 Flight 

Experience”, in Proceedings of the 8th International ESA Conference on 

Guidance, Navigation and Control Systems, June 5-11, Carlsbad, Czech Republic. 

 

The first two papers represent work which was carried out almost exclusively by the first 

author, while the third represents a collaboration of data collected by the University of 

Calgary and processing tools and expertise from the German Space Operations Centre. 

 

The author’s research work from the first conference paper has been almost entirely 

reproduced in this thesis, with permission of the co-authors. The work represents a 
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significant portion of the figures and text in chapter three. The later two conference 

papers represent research work which only superficially overlaps with the topics of the 

thesis, and the papers have therefore been fully referenced in the text any place that their 

ideas and materials have been used.  
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Chapter One: Introduction 

CanX-2, a student designed, built and operated CubeSat mission launched in April 2008, 

is the first student CubeSat mission to successfully operate a Global Positioning System 

(GPS) receiver in space. The receiver serves multiple purposes: it is intended for use as a 

radio occultation experiment for the University of Calgary, it serves as the only means of 

accurately positioning CanX-2, and it demonstrates the technology for the upcoming 

CanX-4/5 nanosatellite formation flight mission.  

 

Operation of a GPS receiver in space differs greatly from operation for ground 

applications. There is a level of complexity associated with operating the technology 

remotely which simply does not exist when the hardware is easily accessible and can be 

manipulated, changed out, debugged and set up in person. The receiver’s operating 

environment also differs significantly from the environment for which it was designed. 

The space environment is harsh in terms of temperature, pressure, and radiation, but 

beyond the purely environmental factors, the GPS signal environment is altered.  To 

begin with, the sky is not necessarily in the antenna’s field of view, and the dynamics of a 

satellite differ drastically from those of a vehicle, a pedestrian, or a static receiver. The 

most significant sources of error change as well; troposphere error and to some extent 

ionospheric error are less important than signal to noise ratio, and multipath is an 

unknown which can’t be re-observed daily or quantified using a static receiver with a 

known position. Operationally, there are restrictive limits on the power and memory 

available to the receiver on board a small satellite, and a limited amount of contact time 

with the ground station during which experiments can be scheduled and data 

downloaded. Continuous data collection may not be possible, and a constant balance 

must be achieved during operations to get the best scientific results within the practical 

limitations of the experiment and satellite.  
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1.1 CanX-2 GPS Research Objectives 

CanX-2 is unique in that, compared to larger missions with larger power budgets, its GPS 

receiver is operated intermittently. Even other missions with intermittent GPS operation 

generally follow a regular schedule of operation, either several times daily or for a given 

number of minutes during each orbit, rather than the sporadic experiments run onboard 

CanX-2 (Zhou 2003, Ebinuma et al 2005). CanX-2 is also unique because it attempts to 

collect radio occultation data using a single GPS antenna, forcing a compromise between 

positioning geometry and scientific results. Using a single antenna has only previously 

been done on a few missions (Zhou 2003, GENESIS 2011). The objective of the CanX-2 

radio occultation payload is to collect GPS data of sufficient quality to extract 

atmospheric profiles working within these two constraints, and in doing so demonstrate 

that a nanosatellite is a suitable platform for a scientific radio occultation experiment.  

 

In order to achieve the data collection objective, the capability to warm start the receiver 

and begin logging scientific data within a few minutes from powering on, with the 

antenna pointed towards the horizon rather than zenith, is essential. Fulfilling this key 

criterion for the radio occultation experiment has been the motivation behind this work. 

 

1.2 A Brief Introduction to GPS 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) consists of a constellation of between 24 and 32 

active satellites orbiting the earth at an orbital altitude of approximately 20200 km in six 

orbital planes (Leick 2004, Lachapelle 2009). The satellites carry precise atomic clocks, 

adjusted to a standard time system, and transmit navigation and timing messages.  

 

The system allows for absolute positioning of a GPS receiver within the constellation of 

GPS satellites based on the travel time of the transmitted signals. The timing difference 

between when a signal is transmitted from a GPS satellite and received by the user, ∆t, 

can be multiplied by the speed of light, c, to get a pseudorange, ρ. The observations are 
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pseudoranges rather than ranges because the receiver clock is not perfectly synchronised 

with GPS time.  

 tc∆=ρ  eq. 1.1 

 

The user triangulates their position based on pseudoranges from four or more GPS 

satellites. Three pseudorange observations are required for 3D positioning, (xrx, yrx, zrx), 

plus a fourth to correct for the offset of the receiver’s clock from GPS time (dtrx). The 

observation equation for a single pseudorange measurement is below, where, in addition 

to the above symbols, (xGPS, yGPS, zGPS) is the known 3D Cartesian position of the GPS 

satellite and c is the speed of light in a vacuum. The required four GPS measurements 

allow a series of four equations in four unknowns to be formed and solved. Tracking 

additional GPS satellites allows for improved positioning accuracy by providing 

redundant measurements.  

 

 rxrxGPSrxGPSrxGPS cdtzzyyxx +−+−+−= 222 )()()(ρ  eq. 1.2 

 

While equation 1.1 represents the ideal ranging situation, there are several errors which 

degrade the quality of GPS positioning. A more representative equation for the 

pseudorange, containing the most significant of the GPS measurement errors, is given 

below: 

 

 ερρρρρρρ +∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆+∆= multipathrxclocksatclockorbittropoionotc  eq. 1.3 

 

The most significant GPS measurement errors are: 

 

• Ionospheric error, ionoρ∆ , which is caused by the frequency dependent delay 

caused by charged particles in the earth’s ionosphere. CanX-2’s orbit is above the 

ionosphere’s peak effect. 
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• Tropospheric error, tropoρ∆ , which is caused by the non-dispersive delay caused 

by the lower atmosphere, and is dependent on temperature, pressure and water 

vapour content. CanX-2’s orbit is well above any residual tropospheric effects. 

• Orbital error, orbitρ∆ , which is the error in the known position of the GPS satellite. 

• Satellite clock error, satclockρ∆ , which is the error in the GPS satellite’s clock 

compared to true GPS time. It should be noted that the clocks on board the GPS 

satellites have a factory offset from the nominal GPS frequency, which 

compensates for the change in frequency due to relativistic effects at their orbital 

speed and altitude assuming circular orbits. This error is therefore not a 

systematic bias but a random error in the clock of each GPS satellite.  

• Receiver clock error, rxclockρ∆ , is the error in the receiver’s clock compared to true 

GPS time. This error is, again, a random error in the clock, and even in the case of 

CanX-2 is not as a result of relativistic effects because the receiver clock is 

steered to closely follow GPS time when the requisite four GPS satellites are 

being tracked. 

• Multipath, multipathρ∆ , is the error caused by signals reflecting off of surfaces near 

the receiving antenna or otherwise following paths other than the geometric 

straight lines between the GPS satellites’ transmitters and the receiving antenna’s 

phase centre.  

• Noise,ε , is white noise on the pseudorange measurements. 

 

In addition to the errors on individual measurements, the accuracy achievable using GPS 

is heavily dependent on the geometry of the observed constellation of GPS satellites. 

Optimal geometry would see an equal distribution of the GPS satellites on all sides of the 

receiver. The estimated vertical component of the position solution for a receiver on the 

ground, for example, is always worse than the horizontal components because of the one-

sided geometry. While there are likely measurements from above, north, south, east and 

west of the receiver, there can never be a visible GPS satellite below the receiver to 

statistically cancel biases from above. Poor geometry can be a very significant factor for 
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a receiver in low earth orbit, because in addition to GPS satellite being blocked behind 

the earth, the antenna may have a reduced view of the sky due to the satellite’s attitude.  

 

1.3 A Brief Introduction to GPS receivers in Low Earth Orbit 

The first GPS receiver to fly in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) was the GPSPAC instrument 

onboard LandSat-4 (Birmingham et al 1983). It was launched on July 16, 1982. The 

GPSPAC instrument had only two channels, either one each for L1 and L2, or a single 

channel with one for backup, depending on the mode of operation. GPSPAC alternated 

between observations of each of the required four GPS satellites for six seconds, 

combining the observations through the use of a Kalman filter. The receiver weighed 40 

pounds and consumed up to 45 watts of power. The instrument faced a multitude of 

challenges and problems, most significantly that charged particles in space would 

occasionally flip a bit in software, causing days of down time to rectify the problem, and 

that there was less than a full constellation of operational GPS satellites in the early days 

of the mission leading to significant periods without even the possibility of a GPS 

positioning solution. In spite of the problems encountered, it was clear even at this early 

stage that a system capable of real time navigation and precise timing, without the 

requirement for an extensive network of ground support, was hugely advantageous for an 

orbiting spacecraft.  

 

At present, GPS is used onboard many satellite missions in Low Earth Orbit, as well as 

some missions operating above the GPS constellation (Montenbruck et al 2007). The use 

of GPS onboard spacecraft has evolved into two distinct categories, GPS as a means of 

navigation and GPS as a scientific instrument (Kramer 2002). GPS for navigation 

includes applications such as orbit determination, relative navigation (Kroes 2006),  

precise timing for payloads (Spangelo et al 2010), attitude determination (Langer et al 

1994), and to provide real time navigation necessary for other subsystems such as attitude 

determination and control (De Ruiter et al 2009). GPS as a scientific instrument has been 

used for atmospheric sounding (Rocken et al 1997, Hwang et al 2009) and for geodesy 

missions (Montenbruck & Kroes 2003). The use of GPS signals reflected off the earth as 
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a method for passive remote sensing is also a growing area of research (Gleason et al 

2005). 

 

Specialized space receivers have been developed in many cases to overcome the 

challenges of operation in orbit (Montenbruck et al 2006). Among the modifications 

made to GPS receivers for space are (Montenbruck & Kroes 2003, Gerner et al 2000): 

 

• Radiation hardening or shielding 

• Multiple channels for parallel search and rapid acquisition of GPS signals 

• Ability to combine input from multiple antennas 

• Higher logging rates for scientific data collection 

• Position estimation using a Kalman filter and orbital dynamics model rather than 

single epoch least squares 

• Software which can be updated in small increments during ground contacts  

• Spare processor capability for other spacecraft tasks 

• Reduced size and power draw where possible 

• Extensive test programs to determine survivability in space 

 

The results of these modifications are highly specialized products which are not mass 

produced (Montenbruck et al 2006). Consequently, the cost of a specialized space 

receiver exceeds the entire CanX-2 budget, and in many cases the weight, dimensions 

and power draw also exceed the physical limitations of the CubeSat. CanX-2’s chosen 

GPS receiver and antenna combination, selected long before launch based on the 

circumstances of the project rather than their suitability for space, have nonetheless 

enabled performance from CanX-2 on the level of specialized space hardware.  
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1.4 Thesis Outline  

This thesis describes the first three years of the University of Calgary CanX-2 GPS 

experiment and is organised following the time line of the CanX-2 mission. Each chapter 

presents the ongoing research, results and conclusions of a phase of the mission.  

 

Chapter two of this thesis presents a detailed discussion of the CanX-2 mission and GPS 

payload, within the context of the radio occultation experiment for which it was designed. 

It also summarizes previous work done in qualifying the commercial receiver for use in 

space. Essentially, this chapter sets out the background of the satellite as it was designed 

and launched into space on April 28, 2008. 

 

Chapter three presents the first two years of operation of the receiver for radio occultation 

and navigation data collection. The methodology originally developed for rapid position 

fixes under orbital dynamics is presented, along with the initial failure of this technique, 

the months of debugging and refinements, and the final successful data acquisition in late 

2009. Also presented is the acquisition of longer data arcs, collected as the focus of the 

onboard experimentation shifted from atmospheric research to orbit determination in 

2010. 

 

Chapter four builds on the experiences and discoveries made throughout the CanX-2 

experiment to suggest an improved operation scheme. Current operations have the 

drawback of involving a lot of ground support; this chapter presents a method of 

improving on the autonomy of GPS operations for future satellite missions. A simplified 

approach to orbit determination is presented. The algorithm developed is intended to run 

onboard satellite missions, ideally as part of the GPS receiver firmware, to enable 

onboard prediction of the satellite location after long GPS outages and ultimately speed 

the reacquisition of a GPS position fix.  

 

Chapter five presents the results of the suggested operation scheme. It compares the 

simplified trajectories of chapter four to precise orbit determination trajectories, in order 
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to demonstrate that the simplified orbit determination results are sufficiently accurate to 

warm start the GPS receiver. It also presents the results of an experiment carried out 

onboard CanX-2 in late 2010 and 2011 in order to establish the required orbit 

determination accuracy for rapid acquisition. 

 

Chapter six concludes the research work and contains suggestions for future work. While 

the operating scheme suggested in chapter four would present a significant advantage for 

a satellite with CanX-2’s orbital parameters, this is only one case among the vast 

spectrum of satellite missions currently being operated or planned, and the same 

algorithm may not be as well suited to other cases.  
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Chapter Two: The CanX-2 Mission 

Nanosatellites have been growing in popularity in the last decades, as they present 

significant advantages over large satellites. They are smaller, and therefore lighter and 

cheaper to launch, they cost less to build, they can be developed more quickly by a 

reduced team of people, and they represent a significantly lower risk if they should fail. 

Small satellites are above all making space accessible to universities and commercial 

enterprises, when historically it was an exclusive arena for national space agencies with 

the large budgets necessary to support high cost missions (Fleeter 2000). As a trade off, 

there are significant limitations on what can be achieved on the nanosatellite scale, as 

physically smaller satellites have less space for payloads and less available power to run 

them.  

 

The Canadian Advanced Nanospace eXperiment 2 (CanX-2) is a nanosatellite designed 

and built by a team of students at the Space Flight Laboratory (SFL) in the University of 

Toronto’s Institute for Aerospace Studies (UTIAS). It measures only 10 cm by 10 cm by 

34 cm, weighs approximately 3.5 kg, and is considered a “triple CubeSat” based on the 

standard established by Stanford University and California Polytechnic State University 

(Sarda et al 2006). Figure 2.1 is a photograph of the spacecraft prior to launch, and Figure 

2.2 shows the CanX-2 mission patch. 
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Figure 2.1: The assembled CanX-2 
spacecraft prior to launch (from 
Sarda et al 2009 used with permission) 

 

 
Figure 2.2: The CanX-2 mission patch 
(from Sarda et al 2009, used with 
permission) 

 

Within this tiny satellite are several scientific payloads from different Canadian 

universities, as well as satellite subsystems which are made from components being 

flown in space for the first time as advanced testing or risk mitigation for the upcoming 

CanX-4/5 formation flight mission. The scientific payloads consist of an atmospheric 

spectrometer used to characterize greenhouse gases and atmospheric pollution from York 

University, a space materials experiment from University of Toronto, and finally the 

University of Calgary’s radio occultation experiment. The satellite subsystems on board 

CanX-2 consist of two high performance computers, a three axis momentum bias coarse 

pointing attitude control system, a miniature reaction wheel, a nanosatellite propulsion 

experiment, a high data rate S-band transmitter, two CMOS imagers, a battery and a 

series of solar panels (Rankin et al 2005, Sarda et al 2009). 

 

2.1 Launch and Orbital Parameters 

CanX-2 was launched on April 28th, 2008 at 03:53 UTC from a site in Sriharikota, India 

(Sarda et al, 2009). It was one of ten satellites to share the same launch, with nine small 
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satellites clustered around the CartoSat-2A prime passenger (Kahr et al 2011). Figure 2.3 

shows the small satellites, CanX-2 among them, mounted on the PSLV launch vehicle, 

and Figure 2.4 shows the launch. 

 

 
Figure 2.3: CanX-2 along with the rest 
of the secondary passengers integrated 
to the upper stage (from Sarda et al 
2009, used with permission)  

 
Figure 2.4: ISRO PSLV-C9 launched 
at 03:53 UTC April 28th 2008 
carrying CanX-2 (from Sarda et al 
2009, used with permission) 

 

CanX-2 was launched into a near circular orbit with an orbital altitude of 635 km above 

the ground, which classifies it as being in low earth orbit (LEO). Its orbit is near polar, 

with an inclination of 98o. CanX-2’s orbit is also sun-synchronous, which means that the 

orbital plane precesses around the earth at a rate of one revolution per year, and also 

means that the satellite always crosses the equator at the same local solar time, in this 

case with a descending node of 9:30 am. The orbital velocity of CanX-2 is approximately 

7 km/s. Figure 2.5 displays the path of CanX-2 on a descending arc relative to the earth’s 

surface. 
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Figure 2.5: CanX-2's Position during a descending arc on July 30th, 2010 (from 
Kahr et al 2010, used with permission) 

 

2.2 The Radio Occultation Experiment  

The concept of radio occultation is that a GPS receiver in low earth orbit is sufficiently 

high in the atmosphere to be positioned accurately by GPS without experiencing 

significant atmospheric delay. Tropospheric delay is only significant up a maximum of 

approximately 60 km above ground level (de Jong et al 2002), while according to Garcia-

Fernandez and Montenbruck (2006) a receiver orbiting 1000 km above ground level 

experiences negligible ionospheric delay. They determined that when an elevation mask 

of 10 degrees is employed for tracking GPS satellites, the ionospheric positioning error 

for a receiver in low earth orbit can be roughly estimated based on the vertical total 

electron content as 0.52 m/TECU, where 1 TECU is equal to 1016 electrons/m2. A 

satellite orbiting above the ionospheric maximum, at 300 km to 400 km above the earth’s 

surface, will therefore experience far less delay than a receiver on the ground.  

 

With the improved positioning solution in low earth orbit, it is then possible to determine 

the atmospheric delay on a single GPS signal as the GPS satellite rises or sets behind the 

atmosphere as viewed from the LEO. The technique, known as limb sounding, was first 
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developed to measure the atmospheres of Venus and Mars by measuring the phase 

advance on signals sent from earth to the Mariner missions as they passed behind the 

distant planets (Fjelbo et al 1965). Limb sounding using GPS integrates the atmospheric 

error on the Doppler observation and therefore requires a very high data logging rate and 

an estimated receiver velocity and clock drift accurate to 0.15 mm/s (König et al 2002).  

 

Depending on how near the signal path of the occulting satellite is to the earth surface, 

radio occultation data can be used to derive electron density in the ionosphere or 

temperature and pressure in the troposphere. If sufficiently accurate a priori information 

about the temperature at the upper boundary of the troposphere is available, tropospheric 

water vapour pressure can also be derived (DeGroot, 2008).  

 

Radio occultation using GPS signals is a well established technique for gathering 

meteorological data, and the results of the technique are regularly incorporated into 

global weather models to increase forecast accuracy (Hajj 2002). CanX-2’s radio 

occultation experiment is novel because it attempts to collect the same valuable data from 

the restricted platform of a nanosatellite using commercial components.  

 

 
Figure 2.6: Required geometry for atmospheric retrieval using limb sounding 
 

Figure 2.6 is an example of the minimum required GPS constellation geometry for CanX-

2 limb sounding experiments, based on an actual data collection on April 24th, 2009. One 
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GPS satellite, in this example PRN 13, is occulting behind the atmosphere from the point 

of view of the rear pointing GPS antenna on CanX-2. Atmospheric properties can be 

derived for the point where the line of sight between CanX-2 and PRN 13 most closely 

approaches the earth’s surface. Four other GPS satellites, here PRNs 3, 19, 7 and 25, 

meet the minimum requirement for positioning.  The use of a single patch antenna 

imposes a considerable constraint on the experiment, as a balance must be achieved 

between maximising the signal power on the occulting GPS satellite by pointing the 

antenna rearward, and still maintaining good geometry in the remaining visible GPS 

satellites for improved positioning accuracy.  

 

2.3 The Scientific Payload  

Among the experimental payloads, the satellite is carrying a NovAtel GPS receiver and 

an AeroAntenna patch antenna, which are used primarily to carry out the University of 

Calgary’s GPS radio occultation experiment. CanX-2 is the first satellite to carry these 

particular components into space, which is a significant achievement for the two 

commercial off the shelf products.  

 

Larger satellite missions will generally only carry space qualified equipment which has 

been flown in space before or has gone through extensive testing in order to ensure, to the 

greatest possible extent, that it will be able to survive the rigours of launch, the 

temperature extremes of space, operation in a vacuum where some materials may either 

evaporate or electronics may overheat without airflow, and the increased radiation from 

the sun without the protective shield of the atmosphere (Fleeter, 2000). The motivation 

for this is the extremely high cost of getting a satellite into space, and the impossibility of 

fixing any component that fails in orbit. Large satellites are generally also designed to 

have an extremely high degree of redundancy in critical components.  

 

Nanosatellite projects are; however, in a different category, as a large number of them are 

amateur projects and lack the funding and resources for this level or certification or 

testing. Their lower budgets also mean they have less at stake, in that a component failure 
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has a much lower price tag. This makes them a far more suitable platform for 

experimental work and less specialized components, as is the case with CanX-2. 

  

2.3.1 The GPS Receiver  

The GPS receiver onboard CanX-2 is a NovAtel OEM4-G2L. This is a geodetic grade, 

dual frequency receiver used primarily in survey applications. It has 24 channels, 12 each 

dedicated to tracking L1 and semi-codeless L2 signals. It is a commercial off the shelf 

(COTS) component, with very few modifications made for use in space. The receiver’s 

clock is a 20 MHz voltage-controlled, temperature-compensated crystal oscillator 

(VCTCXO) (NovAtel 2003). The data specific to CanX-2’s receiver, obtained from 

logging the version information onboard the spacecraft, is given in Table 2.1 below, and 

the manufacturer’s specifications, from the user manual, are given in Table 2.2. 

 

Table 2.1: Version Information for the NovAtel GPS receiver on board CanX-2 

Component type GPSCARD 
Model L1L2100H 
Product Serial Number SVG03470111 
Hardware Version OEM4g2L-2.02-2T 
Firmware Software Version 2.140S3 
Boot Code Version 2.100 
Firmware Compile Date 2003/Dec/11 
Firmware Compile Time 15:37:06 
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Table 2.2: Specifications for the NovAtel GPS receiver on board CanX-2 (NovAtel 
2003, 2006) 

Standalone L1 only positioning accuracy 1.8 m CEP 
Standalone L1/L2 only positioning accuracy 1.5 m CEP 
Post-Processed Positioning Accuracy 5 mm + 1 ppm CEP 
Time accuracy 20 ns RMS 
Velocity accuracy 0.03 m/s RMS 

L1 C/A code measurement precision 6 cm RMS 
L2 P(Y) code measurement precision 25 cm RMS 
L1 carrier phase measurement precision 0.75 mm RMS 
L2 carrier phase measurement precision 2 mm RMS 

Typical Time To First Fix from Cold Start 50 s 
Typical Time To First Fix from Warm Start 40 s 
Typical Time To First Fix from Hot Start 30 s 

Maximum vibration for sustained tracking 4 G 

Operating Temperature -40 oC to + 85 oC 

Storage Temperature -40 oC to + 95 oC 
Humidity max 95% non-condensing 

Size 60 x 100 x 16 mm 
Weight 56 g 

Voltage +3.3 +/- 0.15 VDC 
Typical Power consumption 1.8 W 

  

The most significant modification to this commercial receiver has been to remove the 

COCOM (Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls) limitations, which 

restrict tracking above an altitude of 18000 m or above a velocity of 515 m/s (NovAtel 

Inc. 2006), both of which are far exceeded by an object in low earth orbit. A second 

modification, specific to the radio occultation experiment, was to allow data logging at 

rates up to 50 Hz, as opposed to the default 20 Hz maximum (NovAtel Inc. 2003, 2005). 

 

In addition to the aforementioned modifications on the firmware level, two of the user 

defined settings have been changed from the manufacturer’s defaults for the space 

environment. First, the carrier phase smoothing has been reduced to the minimum 

possible level as recommended in (Montenbruck 2003). The purpose in doing this is to 
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avoid corruption of the code ranges by ionospheric effects. Using a high degree of carrier 

phase smoothing would be harmful because the phase data experiences an ionospheric 

advance while the code data experiences a delay. For a receiver on the ground the change 

in ionospheric delay over the short time span used for smoothing is generally 

insignificant, but the rapidly changing geometry as seen at orbital velocity and the 

gradients in ionospheric delay as a GPS satellite sets behind the atmosphere could 

introduce significant effects into the raw data. 

 

The second change to the user defined settings was to lower the elevation mask below 

which the receiver will stop tracking satellites. The default of 5 degrees above the 

horizon assumes an antenna pointing to zenith somewhere near the earth’s surface, but 

for CanX-2 the elevation mask was opened to 45 degrees below the horizon to enable 

tracking through the portion of the sky below the nanosatellite, essential for tracking 

occulting GPS satellites when the antenna’s field of view is pointing rearward.  

 

A complete listing of all the receiver’s settings for operations in space, obtained from the 

rxconfig log, has been included in Appendix A. 

 

2.3.2 Qualification for Space  

Prior to the selection of the OEM4-G2L receiver for use on board CanX-2, research had 

been carried out on its potential suitability for use in space. This particular model of 

receiver had drawn interest from the space community due to its ability to track L1 and 

L2, its quality as a geodetic grade receiver, its design specification for maintaining lock at 

high accelerations, its favourably small size and low power draw, and its favourable price 

compared to existing space-qualified hardware (Montenbruck 2003). 

 

Montenbruck (2003) tested the OEM4-G2 receiver, which is equivalent to the smaller 

G2L on the software level, for its ability to track in low earth orbit using a GPS 

simulator, and assessed the signal quality and accuracy of the receiver’s internal 

navigation solution under orbital dynamics. The performance was found to be suitable for 
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space, although a potential for difficulty in acquiring a position fix with the receiver’s 

default algorithm was identified. The OEM4’s search algorithm is designed for Doppler 

shifts of +/- 10 kHz, although it can track satellites at Doppler shifts of up to +/- 100 kHz. 

At CanX-2’s orbital altitude the Doppler shifts range from +/- 45 kHz, well within the 

receiver’s tracking capability but outside of the acquisition algorithm’s search range. 

Montenbruck also discovered the aforementioned carrier phase smoothing problem, as 

well as a bias in the radial component of the receiver’s calculated position on the order of 

17 m. The bias is in all likelihood due to the incorrect implementation of the Hopfield 

tropospheric correction in receiver’s firmware (NovAtel 2005). Logging the ionospheric 

and tropospheric corrections at orbital altitude has revealed that the implementation does 

not take into account the receiver’s elevation above sea level. The raw carrier phase and 

pseudorange measurements were found to be unbiased.  

  

In addition to the qualification work on a signal tracking level, Markgraf & Montenbruck 

(2004) carried out radiation testing of three OEM4-G2L receivers, and Langley et al 

(2004) carried out thermal vacuum testing. The motivation for these tests came from the 

planned use of the same receiver onboard the Canadian CASSIOPE satellite. During the 

radiation testing it was discovered that a component used to reset the receiver if 

insufficient input power was available failed at doses of 5-7 krad, but overall the 

receiver’s ability to survive under radiation was greater than anticipated, and in fact the 

oscillator stability under radiation conditions was better than some space qualified 

receivers. In the thermal vacuum tests it was discovered that the receiver functioned 

normally in a vacuum at temperatures ranging from -40oC to +50oC. 

 

2.3.3 The Antenna 

The GPS antenna chosen for use on board CanX-2 is an AeroAntenna AT2775-103O-

SMAF-000-03-26-NM. Some of the manufacturer specifications for the antenna are 

summarized in Table 2.3 below.  
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Table 2.3:  Specifications for the GPS Antenna on board CanX-2 (AeroAntenna 
2003) 

Frequencies 1227 MHz +/- 10 MHz, 1575 MHz +/- 10 MHz 
Polarization Right hand circular 

Gain with amplifier 26 dB +/- 2 dB (38 mA) 
Axial Ratio 3 dB max at bore sight* 

Voltage 3 VDC 
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio <= 2.0:1 

Impedance 50 Ohms 

Operating Temperature -50 oC to + 70 oC 

Storage Temperature -57 oC to + 70 oC 

Altitude 20000 feet 

Size 55 x 76 x 23 mm 
Weight 127 g 

* Taken from the AT2775-203 specifications in the GPS World Antenna Survey (2011) 

 

Discussion with the manufacturer has revealed that the antenna is a military model and 

was sold without the radome sealed to the base. As such, there is no published or 

available manufacturer gain pattern (Valdes 2010). It has been revealed that the AT2775-

203 is the civilian equivalent antenna, and therefore information for the 203 has been 

used to supplement the available information for the 103 based on the assumption that 

they are identical.  

 

CanX-2’s patch antenna was originally designed for use on land vehicles, or as a 

supplemental antenna to a handheld GPS receiver. The antenna’s radome is made from a 

polycarbonate and polybutylene terephthalate blend (PC/PBT Alloy) (Guitteau 2010). 

The antenna, being a vehicle antenna and not qualified for space, has the potential to fail 

in the space environment. A specific concern which has been raised by Montenbruck 

(2010) is that the plastic outer shell may begin to change its properties under constant 

exposure to solar radiation and eventually become opaque to L band radiation, degrading 

the signal to noise ratio of the incoming GPS signals. This is however only a matter of 
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speculation in that there has been no noticeable change in the signal to noise ratio since 

launch. Although it is less than ideal for the application, the chosen antenna does fit 

within the budget and size constraints for the nanosatellite, and has allowed for collection 

of GPS data. 

 

2.3.4 Antenna Mounting 

A launch system design requirement prevented satellite components from protruding 

outside of a tight envelope. The antenna is therefore mounted such that the antenna patch 

is level with the outer aluminum shell of the satellite, with the antenna fastened beneath 

the satellite’s surface (Bradbury 2011). A 30 cm coax cable is used to connect the 

antenna and receiver (Orr 2009).  

 

Testing was carried out four years prior to launch in order to characterize the gain pattern 

of the antenna when mounted to the satellite. The design of the satellite was subsequently 

changed from a double to a triple CubeSat, but in that the method of mounting the 

antenna has not changed the test results are still expected to be representative (Bradbury 

2011). Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 show the test results for L1 and L2 respectively. The 

gain patters include the LNA. 
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Figure 2.7: L1 gain pattern, figure courtesy of UTIAS Space Flight Lab 
 

 
Figure 2.8: L2 gain pattern, figure courtesy of UTIAS Space Flight Lab 
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2.4 Operations Onboard CanX-2 

There are a number of technical limitations specific to operations on board CanX-2, 

based on the design of the satellite. These operational constraints have been the basis for 

many design decisions and are explained in detail below.  

 

2.4.1 Power Budget 

All satellites face a limited amount of available power because they operate 

autonomously in space. The needs of the onboard electronics are typically met by a 

power subsystem consisting of solar panels and batteries. The amount of power available 

on a satellite is generally directly proportional to its size, as larger outer surfaces allow 

for larger solar panels, and the size and weight of batteries is more easily accommodated. 

A larger satellite may also allow for complex systems of deployable solar panels with the 

ability to track the sun. For a nanosatellite, one of the most significant design constraints 

is therefore to perform useful science on a very tight power budget.  

 

Being a secondary payload on its launch vehicle, CanX-2 had to be designed in way that 

would work for a variety of orbits in order to open up the number of potential launch 

opportunities (Rankin et al 2005). As a result the power subsystem could not be 

optimized for any one particular orbit. Measuring only 10 by 10 by 34 cm, it also has 

very limited surface area available for solar panels. The power onboard CanX-2 is 

provided by 20 solar cells, mounted over all six of the satellite’s surfaces, and a single 

lithium-ion battery (Rankin 2005). 

 

The limited power onboard the nanosatellite makes it impossible to continuously operate 

the GPS receiver. As such, an intermittent operation scheme is used for the radio 

occultation experiment and collection of navigation data. At various phases of the 

experiment, the maximum allowable continuous receiver use has changed. It has only 

been through experience since launch that the full power capabilities of the satellite have 

become well understood. Prior to launch the radio occultation experiment was designed 
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for a maximum receiver time of 15 minutes per day, but more recently continuous GPS 

data sets of up to 85 minutes in duration have been collected.  

 

According to Sarda (2010), managing the power onboard CanX-2 is done through the use 

of a power budget. Ideally the spacecraft will remain power positive; over a single orbit 

more power is generated during the time in sunlight than is used over the entire orbit by 

all the satellite’s systems combined. Calculating the allowable receiver time is a matter of 

equating the power generated with the power drawn over an orbit. The guiding equation 

for the allowable receiver time without dipping into the battery is 

 

 GPSGPSpassrtransmitteavgsunlightsolar tPtPTPtP ++=  eq. 2.1 

 

where 

solarP  = Average generated power in sunlight = 5W 

sunlightt  = Sunlight duration per orbit ≈ 60min  

avgP  = Average consumed power of CanX-2 in an orbit = 1.25W 

T  = Orbital period = 98min  

rtransmitteP  = Consumed power when the S-band transmitter is on = 5W 

passt  = Communications pass window = 17min 

GPSP  = Consumed power when the GPS receiver is on = 1.50W 

 GPSt  ≈ 60 min of GPS receiver operation 

 

This 60 minute value is however only a guideline, and has been calculated for an orbit 

during which there is a ground contact. By scheduling experiments to avoid the ground 

station passes and making use of some of the stored battery power, longer GPS data 

collections are possible, and the limiting factor becomes the attitude control system 

which is described in section 2.4.4 below. 
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2.4.2 Ground Contact  

Contact with the ground is essential for scheduling and running GPS experiments. Each 

experiment is controlled through a script written in a combination of two scripting 

languages. The first is CanX-2 specific, and is the language used by the satellite’s 

operating system, CANOE (Canadian Advanced Nanospace Operating Environment) 

(Sarda et al 2009). The second is the NovAtel scripting language which is well 

documented in the receiver’s manual (NovAtel 2005). Because the successful collection 

of GPS data depends on the single patch antenna pointing in an appropriately skyward 

direction, each GPS experiment consists of two scripts, one for the satellite’s attitude 

determination and control system and the other for the receiver itself. The scripts must be 

transmitted to the satellite from the ground station in Toronto in order to be executed, and 

limitations in the operating system dictate that a maximum of four scripts can be queued 

between ground contacts. The bottom line is that only two GPS experiments can be run 

between ground contacts.  

 

CanX-2 is controlled by a single ground station at the University of Toronto. Because it is 

in low earth orbit, CanX-2 travels at a high velocity and has a short orbital period. The 

window of opportunity for contact is quite short as a result, generally lasting on the order 

of 10 minutes. Each contact opportunity is called a pass. The 9:30 am descending node, 

sun synchronous orbit allows for two pass blocks daily, one in the morning local time as 

CanX-2 descends towards the equator in sunlight, and one in the late evening as it 

ascends towards the pole in eclipse. Each pass block consists generally of three passes, 

with one of the passes being of shorter duration due to CanX-2 being at low elevation 

relative to the ground station. As a rule of thumb, two passes in each pass block are 

available for making contact.  

 

In addition to low elevation passes, during a number of the high elevation passes only 

poor contact with the satellite is achieved, preventing the download of data and upload of 

scripts. Also, due to sharing the same launch vehicle, roughly every seven months the 

orbital harmonics of CanX-2 and the University of Toronto’s NTS satellite coincide in 
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such a way that the contact times overlap, with the unfortunate result that NTS is given 

priority and only one or two contacts per week with CanX-2 are possible (Sarda 2010). 

Finally, at various times since launch ground station outages have prevented any contact 

at all for periods up to a few weeks.  

 

Table 2.4 below is an excerpt from the weekly contact schedule for CanX-2 and NTS. 

Rows coloured in yellow make up the morning pass block and occur with both the 

satellite and ground station in sunlight, while cells coloured in blue make up the evening 

pass block. 

 

Table 2.4: Excerpt from the contact schedule for NTS and CanX-2, showing contact 
details for November 27, 2010 (Bradbury 2010)  

Satellite 
Start Time 

(UTC) 
Stop Time 

(UTC) 
Toronto 

Date 

Start 
Time 
(EDT) 

Stop 
Time 
(EDT) Duration Gap 

NTS (CANX-6) 
2010-11-27 

13:22:27 
2010-11-27 

13:26:16 27-Nov-10 9:22 9:26 0:03:49 0:00:00 

CANX-2 
2010-11-27 

13:23:12 
2010-11-27 

13:26:37 27-Nov-10 9:23 9:26 0:03:25 1:28:39 

NTS (CANX-6) 
2010-11-27 

14:55:16 
2010-11-27 

15:08:08 27-Nov-10 10:55 11:08 0:12:52 0:00:00 

CANX-2 
2010-11-27 

14:55:50 
2010-11-27 

15:08:38 27-Nov-10 10:55 11:08 0:12:48 1:23:07 

NTS (CANX-6) 
2010-11-27 

16:31:45 
2010-11-27 

16:43:40 27-Nov-10 12:31 12:43 0:11:55 0:00:00 

CANX-2 
2010-11-27 

16:32:15 
2010-11-27 

16:44:12 27-Nov-10 12:32 12:44 0:11:57 7:35:53 

NTS (CANX-6) 
2010-11-28 

00:20:05 
2010-11-28 

00:26:21 27-Nov-10 20:20 20:26 0:06:16 0:00:00 

CANX-2 
2010-11-28 

00:20:35 
2010-11-28 

00:26:39 27-Nov-10 20:20 20:26 0:06:04 1:25:10 

NTS (CANX-6) 
2010-11-28 

01:51:49 
2010-11-28 

02:04:34 27-Nov-10 21:51 22:04 0:12:45 0:00:00 

CANX-2 
2010-11-28 

01:52:11 
2010-11-28 

02:04:53 27-Nov-10 21:52 22:04 0:12:42 1:23:31 

NTS (CANX-6) 
2010-11-28 

03:28:24 
2010-11-28 

03:40:36 27-Nov-10 23:28 23:40 0:12:12 0:00:00 

CANX-2 
2010-11-28 

03:28:41 
2010-11-28 

03:40:56 27-Nov-10 23:28 23:40 0:12:15 9:58:44 
 

Scripts are transmitted from the ground station to CanX-2 in the UHF band at a rate of 4 

kbps, and data is downloaded to the ground station in the space-research science S-band 

at variable rates between 8 and 1024 kbps (Sarda et al 2009). 
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2.4.3 Onboard Memory  

The computational resources onboard CanX-2 consist of two computers. The main 

computer used for all normal satellite operations such as collecting satellite telemetry, 

controlling sub-systems such as attitude control, communicating with the ground station 

and commanding the payloads. A secondary payload computer is being flown to obtain 

space heritage and can record and store GPS data (Sarda et al 2009).  

 

CanX-2’s onboard memory consists of 16 MB of solid state (flash) memory for each on 

board computer, which is used to store software and experiment data. The operating 

system makes use of this memory such that a total of 1 MB is available for logging GPS 

data, meaning that between ground contacts no more than 1 MB of GPS data can be 

captured. One NovAtel binary compressed range message is approximately 500 Bytes 

(assuming the average 9 channels are tracking dual frequency GPS data), so the 1 MB of 

data storage represents roughly 40 seconds of tracking at the receiver’s maximum 50 Hz 

logging rate, or half an hour of tracking at a 1 second logging rate. There is a further 

restriction, that if the data storage space is divided between multiple experiments (one 

experiment being one power up of the GPS receiver) the division of the 1 MB is 10% and 

90%. As such, only 100 kB of GPS data can be collected during one experiment while the 

other experiment can capture 900 kB of data (Sarda 2010). 

 

2.4.4 Attitude Control System 

Attitude control is essential for successfully obtaining and maintaining a GPS position fix 

on any orbiting spacecraft. For CanX-2’s single patch antenna design in particular, if the 

single antenna is not pointed skyward no GPS signals can be acquired and positioning is 

impossible. Furthermore, if the pointing direction cannot be steadily maintained the 

receiver will lose lock on some or all of the GPS satellites, and gaps in the GPS tracking 

will occur. 
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The attitude determination system on the nanosatellite consists of a three axis 

magnetometer, and a series of six sun sensors (Sarda et al 2009). In sunlight the attitude 

can be determined as accurately as +/- 1.5 degrees, with the accuracy worsening in 

eclipse without the use of the sun sensors (Sarda 2010).  

 

The attitude control is carried out by a series of three magnetorquer coils and a 

momentum wheel, in a three axis momentum bias configuration. Momentum bias means 

that all or part of the spacecraft has a continuous spin rate (Fortescue et al 2004). In this 

case only part of CanX-2 is spinning – the momentum wheel. The inner spinning 

component stabilises the attitude because the entire satellite essentially becomes a 

gyroscope. An outside torque acting on the satellite only causes a minimal change in the 

direction of the momentum wheel’s spin axis, and consequently the satellite’s attitude. 

When it is in momentum align mode CanX-2 maintains an attitude in which the long 34 

cm axis points in the orbit normal direction. Because there is an upper limit on a 

momentum wheel’s spin rate, and therefore a limit on the extent to which it can be used 

to correct the attitude, the magnetorquers also enable attitude control and momentum 

management by aligning the satellite with the earth’s magnetic field (Fleeter 2000, Sarda 

2009). 

 

During experiments the attitude control system’s operation is put into wheel pitch mode. 

The pointing directions of the payloads can then be actively controlled by speeding up or 

slowing down the momentum wheel, which causes the opposite reaction in the body of 

the satellite. In this case the long axis pointing in the orbit normal direction is also the 

rotation axis about which the satellite body spins in order to achieve the desired payload 

pointing direction.  

 

The desired pointing direction must be set during a ground contact prior to a GPS data 

collection. Wheel pitch mode is then activated via a script five minutes prior to powering 

on the GPS receiver. In sunlight, the payloads can be pointed with accuracy on the order 

of 2-3 degrees, while in eclipse the attitude control worsens to 5-10 degrees without the 
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help of the sun sensors (Sarda 2010). The attitude alignment of CanX-2 worsens with 

time when it is being actively controlled, so a maximum duration of 85 minutes for GPS 

data collection has been set by the team in Toronto (Urbanek 2010).  

 

2.4.5 Experimental Schedule 

The final limitation on CanX-2 operations is the payload experiment schedule. In order to 

share the resources onboard the satellite and to simplify operations, the payload teams 

alternate experimentation based on a schedule sent out by Toronto. Calgary’s radio 

occultation or navigation data is generally only collected once or twice a day, over a 

period of a month, followed by an outage lasting several months while other payloads’ 

experiments are run.  

 

The advantage of this experiment schedule is that it allows for longer periods of data 

collection, which is useful for experiments where a previous week’s GPS positions are 

propagated forward in time, as it provides the opportunity to collect reference data. It also 

operationally means that settings specific to running the GPS payload, such as desired 

satellite attitude or the amount of onboard memory space dedicated to the payload data, 

can be set up consistently for a period of several weeks, which cuts back on the 

likelihood of errors being made during individual data takes.  

 

The disadvantage of this experiment schedule is the availability of data. There are long 

outages of several months during which no GPS data is collected, and on occasions 

where potential bugs in the experiment setup were discovered immediately following 

GPS experimentation it would often be months before new experiments were run in order 

to establish if the solution worked.  

 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Days since Launch

GPS Positioning Data Collected

 
Figure 2.9: Timeline of GPS position fixes from April 2008 to February 2011 
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Figure 2.9 above displays the timeline of successful GPS data collection over the first 34 

months in orbit. This figure represents only data collections resulting in a position fix, 

although many unsuccessful experiments were run in the year after launch. The following 

chapter explains in detail the lessons learned in the early days of operating the radio 

occultation experiment, and their relevance to other missions carrying similar hardware. 

A chronological listing of all GPS experiments run onboard the CanX-2 nanosatellite as 

part of the radio occultation experiment, and some of the key parameters used for each, is 

given in Appendix B. 
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Chapter Three: Lessons Learned in Orbit 

On most large satellite missions carrying GPS, continuous tracking is used for real time 

positioning of the satellite. As explained in Chapter Two, the design constraints of CanX-

2 have made it necessary to operate the GPS receiver intermittently. While the 

intermittent operations have minimized the receiver’s draw on the satellite’s power and 

data storage capabilities, it has added an increased burden in terms pre-planning 

experiments for the radio occultation data collection campaign. In particular, it is 

necessary to pre-select specific occultation events for observation, while other satellites 

carrying radio occultation payloads such as CHAMP and COSMIC observe all daily 

occultation events as a result of their continuous tracking (König et al 2002, Hwang et al 

2009).  As a result of only using the receiver during specific events, there is a 

fundamental requirement that the receiver can be turned on and acquire both a position 

solution and lock onto the occulting GPS satellite prior to the occultation event starting. 

Without meeting this requirement the radio occultation experiment is impossible. 

 

The OEM4 receiver, being designed for air and ground applications, uses many 

assumptions in its acquisition algorithm which are poorly suited to the reality of 

operation in orbit. A potential for acquisition problems was identified in Montenbruck 

(2003). Although the report concluded that the receiver’s default search algorithm was in 

fact adequate for orbital operations, it also mentioned the possibility that standard 

receiver commands could be made use of to aid the acquisition. This chapter explains in 

depth how standard receiver commands have been employed on CanX-2 in order to meet 

the strict constraints of nanosatellite operation with the commercial receiver.  

 

Much of the work presented in this chapter has been previously published in the 

proceedings of the ION GNSS 2010 conference, under the title “Optimizing Tracking and 

Acquisition Capabilities for the CanX-2 Nanosatellite’s COTS GPS Receiver in Orbit.” 
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3.1 Acquisition Challenge 

There are a number of reasons that a commercial receiver will have trouble acquiring in 

space. First, the extreme velocity of a satellite leads to a much broader range of Doppler 

shifts for incoming signals than a receiver on the ground experiences, which means that 

the search algorithm takes longer to run and may never find enough signals for a position 

fix. The Doppler shift at an instant between epochs n-1 and n is calculated using the 

equation below, where rangen-1 and rangen are the geometric ranges between CanX-2 and 

a GPS satellite at the two epochs, ∆tn,n-1 is the elapsed time between the two epochs, and 

λL1 is the L1 wavelength. This equation uses the NovAtel convention of a positive 

Doppler shift when the two satellites are approaching each other. 
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For CanX-2, travelling at 7 km/s, the Doppler shifts are typically within a range of +/-

45000 Hz. A stationary receiver on the ground will see shifts within a range of +/- 5000 

Hz (Lachapelle 2009), nine times smaller. The NovAtel OEM4 search algorithm covers a 

range of +/-10000 Hz (NovAtel 2005), which is more than adequate for kinematic ground 

applications but represents less than a third of the range seen onboard the orbiting CanX-

2. For the algorithm to successfully acquire a position fix in space there must therefore be 

four visible GPS satellites at Doppler shifts within the +/- 10000 Hz window. 

 

The second difficulty in acquisition is that NovAtel receivers narrow the search for GPS 

satellites by using their last known position and stored almanacs for the GPS 

constellation to predict which PRNs will be in view. For acquisition in orbit any 

assumptions about the last known receiver position will be invalid in minutes, and cannot 

be used to narrow the search to visible PRNs. In particular, with CanX-2’s orbital period 

of 98 minutes and operation typically only once per day if at all, the nanosatellite will 

have circled the earth multiple times between uses of the GPS receiver, and can be 
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literally over any place on earth during acquisition. Seeding the search algorithm with its 

last known position is more likely to hinder than to help acquisition.  

 

Finally, another of the receiver’s assumptions when predicting the visible GPS 

constellation is that the antenna is pointing upward with an unobstructed view of the sky. 

For CanX-2, the requirement for the radio occultation experiment is that the antenna be 

pointed rearward in order to maximize the signal power on the setting GPS satellite in 

order to maintain lock in spite of the atmospheric interference. As a result, only half the 

sky is in view of the antenna during these experiments, and receiver channels dedicated 

to searching for PRN’s ahead of CanX-2 are a waste of valuable resources. 

 

3.2 Previous Work 

Previous satellite missions have applied different techniques in order to acquire under 

these limitations. The most common are either providing a long acquisition time after 

cold starting the receiver (Feng et al 2003), making use of a specialized space receiver 

with additional channels for parallel search (Ebinuma et al 2005), or using an onboard 

system capable of real time orbit determination in order to propagate the last known 

position forward and warm start the receiver (Unwin & Sweeting 1995). 

 

Documentation from a combination of existing satellite missions and simulated trials 

show that cold starting a commercial receiver in space typically takes 7-15 minutes, but 

can occur in as little as 2 minutes if the right geometry exists (Feng et al 2003, Unwin & 

Oldfield 2000, Montenbruck et al 2006, Sarda et al 2009). Space receivers with additional 

channels to speed the search have been found to take an average of 2.5 minutes for the 

U.S. Space Shuttle’s LPT receiver (Page et al 2003), 3 minutes 46 seconds for the 

Disaster Monitoring Constellation (DMC) satellites’ SGR-10 receivers (Ebinuma et al 

2005), and typically less than 15 minutes for the Blackjack receiver onboard CHAMP 

(Montenbruck & Kroes 2003). Warm starting receivers in space using orbital propagators 

has typically taken 90 seconds (Unwin & Sweeting 1995, Unwin & Oldfield 2000). 
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Although all of these strategies have been found to be successful, none fit within the 

power, budget, and operational limitations of CanX-2. Instead, the suggestion of using 

standard receiver commands to aid acquisition from Montenbruck (2003) has been 

developed into a working method and implemented.  

 

3.3 Script Generation 

The operating scenario for CanX-2 is to generate scripts on the ground containing a series 

of commands for warm starting the receiver. Each script is specific to a particular 

occultation event, and must be run at the appropriate time to be effective. The scripts are 

generated in Calgary, typically once per week during a data collection campaign, and 

emailed to Toronto. In Toronto scripts are selected based on the timing of the passes, and 

one or two are uploaded to the satellite daily from the U of T ground station. The 

experiments are run at the appropriate time by the onboard computer on the satellite, the 

newly collected GPS data is recorded, and finally the data is downloaded to Toronto 

during a subsequent pass. The files of experiment results, consisting of raw GPS data 

from the OEM4, are then emailed to back to Calgary at the end of the week for analysis 

and processing. 

 

An occultation event, for the purposes of data collection, is defined as the period of time 

that a GPS satellite is occluded from view behind the earth’s atmosphere from the point 

of view of CanX-2. The occultation begins when the GPS satellite passes from the 

unobstructed sky above CanX-2 into the part of sky obstructed by the atmosphere near 

the earth, and ends when the GPS satellite sets behind the earth’s surface. For simplicity, 

the “top” of the atmosphere is defined as a spherical shell 500 km above the surface of 

the earth, and the earth is defined as a sphere of radius 6371 km.  

 

In order to generate scripts, software was developed which predicts all the daily 

occultation events visible to CanX-2’s rear pointing GPS antenna (Kahr 2007). Although 

commercial missions with multiple GPS antennae are also capable of observing rising 

occultation events, where GPS satellites ahead of the low earth orbiting satellite begin 
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behind the earth and  rise into view, these are not observed from CanX-2 due to the single 

antenna and difficulty in first acquiring lock on a GPS satellite while the signal quality 

and power are degraded by the atmosphere. 
 

During script generation, first the positions of the GPS satellites and the CanX-2 satellite 

are calculated over an entire day. During this process a record of the PRN number, start 

and end time is made for each occultation that is seen from CanX-2. The occultations are 

screened based on occurrence over Canada, on occurrence when the satellite is in 

sunlight, and on occurrence when a sufficient number of GPS satellites are in view of the 

rear pointing antenna for the duration of the trial. The daily events meeting these criteria 

are then ranked based on their geometry, which is assessed using average PDOP during 

the occultation event. Scripts are only generated for the top occultations daily. Figure 3.1 

below is a flow diagram of the predictor software’s algorithm. 

 

 
Figure 3.1: Flow chart of the script generation software 
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3.4 Script Format 

Each occultation trial consists of two phases. During the initial acquisition phase the 

receiver is powered on, a connection to the onboard computer is established, the 

acquisition commands are issued, and the receiver is given time to begin tracking as 

many GPS satellites as possible. Data is logged at a low logging rate during this period, 

to minimize the memory usage while still collecting valuable data about the acquisition 

process and positions for use in orbit determination. The second phase, lasting six 

minutes on average, is the observation of the occultation itself. During this phase the 

logging rate is increased to collect the maximum possible data from the setting GPS 

satellite. Trials end when either the receiver shut off time is reached or the available 

memory is filled, whichever occurs first.  

 

The radio occultation experiment scripts consist of three types of commands; basic 

commands to power on the receiver and connect to it from the onboard computer, warm 

start commands to set the current time and position in the receiver and assign a particular 

GPS satellite to each receiver channel, and communication commands to set up the data 

logging in order to record the results.  

 

The channel assignment is done based on the predicted geometry of CanX-2 and the GPS 

satellites. NORAD two line elements for CanX-2 and Yuma almanacs for the GPS 

constellation are used for the prediction. The expected Doppler shifts for each GPS signal 

are calculated and applied using the NovAtel OEM4 assign command, along with a range 

of Doppler values to be searched on either side of the assigned value. The example 

command below assigns channel 0 of the receiver to track PRN 26, with a predicted 

Doppler shift of -30118 Hz +/- 1500 Hz: 
 

assign 0 26 -30118 1500  
 

In this way the receiver will search for all GPS satellites in its field view, even if they are 

in positions that are below the receiver’s horizon. Conversely, no channels are wasted on 
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searching for PRNs that are ahead of CanX-2 and therefore outside the field of view of 

the rear pointing antenna. Scripts are only generated if there are at least five Doppler 

assigned channels to provide an initial position fix, the required four and one extra for 

redundancy. 

 

In addition to the Doppler assigned channels, some channels are assigned to PRNs which 

will only come into view later in the trial. This can represent half of the available PRNs 

or more, as the relative speeds of the GPS satellites and low earth orbiter make for 

extremely rapid changes in geometry. These PRNs are not assigned Doppler values or 

search windows, based on the assumption that the receiver will find them when they 

come into view using a stored almanac and its current position and velocity solution. In 

the case where not all twelve channels are assigned to specific PRNs, the remaining 

channels are set to ‘auto’ in order to assist in the search using the receiver’s default 

algorithm.  

 

Figure 3.2 shows the predicted geometry of an occultation event on January 16, 2009, 

based on a rear pointing antenna with a 15 degree elevation mask. The centre of the 

figure represents zenith, and the top of the figure is the direction of travel of CanX-2. 

Based on the figure, PRNs such as 20 and 12, which were in view at the beginning of the 

trial, were assigned Doppler values. PRNs 4 and 17, which came into view later, were 

assigned channels but no Dopplers. PRN 14 was the desired occulting PRN for this trial; 

the trial ends as soon as it sets behind the earth. Figure 3.3 is the corresponding script. 
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Figure 3.2: Predicted GPS 
constellation visible to the CanX-2 
satellite. The centre of the plot 
represents the local zenith and the top 
of the plot is the forward motion 
direction 

 
Figure 3.3: Script corresponding to 
the January 16, 2009 data collection 

 

For each trial compressed range data is logged and later transmitted to the ground, to be 

post processed and used for both orbit determination and atmospheric retrieval.  

 

3.5 Initial Results  

After on orbit commissioning by UTIAS staff, the GPS payload was first made available 

to researchers at the University of Calgary in November of 2008.  
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All of the trials run from November 2008 to February 2009 using scripts failed to track 

sufficient GPS satellites for a position fix. At most three satellites were tracked 

simultaneously. Investigation into the results showed several patterns which were used in 

debugging.  

 

First, all GPS satellites tracked in the first four months were acquired at approximately 

zenith, corresponding to a Doppler shift near zero. It could be concluded that the Doppler 

assignment was not working. 

 

Second, the time allocated for the acquisition phase of the trials was increased repeatedly, 

but no improvement was seen in the acquisition. This was particularly notable because 

cold starting the same receiver had provided a position fix in just under 10 minutes. With 

an available acquisition time of fifteen minutes, it appeared that Doppler assignment was 

actually preventing a fix.  

 

Third, the power levels of all the trials were unexpectedly low, with the peak values near 

30 dB Hz rather than the expected 50 dB Hz peak for a NovAtel receiver on the ground. 

Investigating further showed a strong correlation between the positions of the GPS 

satellites and the observed power levels. Signals at zenith were strongest, with the power 

level dropping off rapidly as the GPS satellite descended and approached the horizon. No 

GPS satellites were tracked below the satellite’s horizon, making atmospheric 

observations impossible. 
 

Figure 3.4 shows the combined results of all trials run in the period from November 2008 

to February 2009, with the blue line outlining the rear pointing antenna’s 15 degree 

elevation mask, and the GPS satellites coloured based on the L1 signal power. The green 

and cyan masks show the earth’s and atmosphere’s upper edges. 
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Figure 3.4: Power level on all trials November 2008 - February 2009 

 

3.6 Improvements 

Over the period from February to July, 2009, improvements were made to five areas of 

the experimental setup, which allowed for the eventual successful collection of 

occultation and positioning data. These were modifying the pointing direction, correcting 

the Doppler assignment, careful consideration of the antenna’s visibility mask, improved 

formatting of the scripts, and better managing the usage of the available memory. 

 

3.6.1 Pointing Direction 

The first significant problem to be solved was the pointing direction of the GPS antenna. 

It was discovered that through a misinterpretation of the satellite’s attitude angles the first 

set of trials had all been run with the antenna pointing forward instead of rearward. 

Although a forward pointing antenna can be used to track rising occultations, the 

acquisition limitations of the OEM4 already discussed and the channels assigned to GPS 
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satellites behind the receiver prevented tracking of any GPS satellites except those 

directly overhead. The low power seen in the original trials was also caused in part by the 

pointing direction, as all satellites tracked were beneath the antenna with elevations 

ranging from 0 degrees to -10 degrees in the antenna’s field of view. 

 

Correcting the pointing direction of the experiment contributed significantly to the future 

success; however, it did not fully correct the lower than expected power values. Figure 

3.5 shows the power levels and PRN distribution seen during a rear pointing occultation 

trial, which typically range from 29 dB Hz to 39 dB Hz. The cause of the low power 

remains unknown, but data obtained from an outdoor ground test on live signals prior to 

launch reveal that the problem already existed and is therefore not a result of either 

damage during launch or operating conditions in space. Unfortunately the problem was 

not caught early enough for changes to be possible. While early testing indicated no issue 

with the antenna mounting or satellite design, changes to the design of the satellite in the 

intervening years may have resulted in this unsolved tracking problem. The source of the 

problem however remains a matter of speculation, with the satellite inaccessible in space.  
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Figure 3.5: Power level on April 24th, 2009 Trial 
 

3.6.2 Doppler Assignment 

Investigation into the Doppler assignment showed that there was a significant difference 

between the predicted and observed Doppler shifts. While the predicted values had been 

compared to those generated by a Spirent hardware simulator that was used to test the 

scripting approach before launch (Kahr 2007), one element not accounted for was the 

initial random bias in the receiver clock frequency on power up. During simulator testing 

these values were not found to be very significant; however, in contrast to a receiver on 

the ground it was found that the clock in space had a systematic frequency bias on the 

order of kHz. Figure 3.6 shows the systematic bias in the receiver clock rate over the 

course of 15 months in orbit, both in terms of the difference in Doppler as seen on GPS 

signals, and as a fraction of the nominal L1 frequency of 1575.42 MHz (Lachapelle 

2009). 
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Figure 3.6: Doppler offset on CanX-2’s GPS receiver  

 

3.6.2.1 Potential Causes of Frequency Drift 

There are several potential causes for the frequency shift in space. Among them are 

environmental factors such as variation in temperature and pressure, relativistic effects, 

and the radiation dose experienced in orbit.  

 

The temperatures of components onboard the CanX-2 satellite are monitored, and range 

between extreme values of 6°C and 45°C (Sarda et al 2009). This is not significantly 

different than the temperature range an OEM4 GPS receiver might be subjected to in an 

outdoor survey application, and is well within the manufacturer’s specified range of -40 
oC to +85 oC (NovAtel 2003). It is unlikely that temperature variation is the cause of such 

a dramatic offset, in particular because the OEM4-G2L receiver is temperature 

compensated (NovAtel 2003). 

 

Because quartz crystal has piezoelectric properties, a change in pressure or acceleration 

will also induce a change in frequency (Vig 2008). For the case of CanX-2, it would, 

however, be expected that a one-time pressure induced frequency shift would occur at 

launch with no subsequent frequency drift, which does not correspond to the observed 

behaviour. 
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Relativistic effects are a third possible cause. According to Ashby & Spilker (1995) the 

combined relativistic effects caused by the orbital velocity of a satellite in a circular orbit 

and its height above the geoid in a spherically symmetric gravity field can be described 

by the equation below, where me is the ratio for the earth of 4.435028687E-3 metres, rc is 

the satellite’s orbital radius, and the term -Φ0/c2 is the gravitational potential over the 

speed of light squared with a value of  6.9692842x10-10. 
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Figure 3.7 depicts the magnitude of the relativistic effects at orbital altitudes from low 

earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit.  
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Figure 3.7: Relativistic effects on CanX-2's clock in orbit 
 

It can be seen from the figure that the effect of relativity on the clock frequency in CanX-

2’s orbit is -2.5165 x 10-4 ppm, four orders of magnitude lower than the observed 

frequency drift. Relativity can therefore also be ruled out as the cause. 

 

Finally, according to Vig (2008), the impact of radiation above 1 krad on a quartz crystal 

oscillator is dependent on the purity of the crystal. Pure quartz is able to recover from 
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radiation effects after time and will not have a sustained frequency shift, while radiation 

sustained by a crystal with impurities can lead to damage to the crystal’s structure. The 

resulting frequency change can be as large as 10 ppm at a total radiation dose of one 

Mrad. The frequency shift increases rapidly at lower radiation doses, with a diminishing 

change in frequency as the dose increases. According to Markgraf & Montenbruck 

(2004), a satellite in a polar low earth orbit such as CanX-2 would expect a radiation dose 

on the order of 10 krad. It is not clear if such a low dose of radiation could cause the 3 – 5 

ppm shift in CanX-2 clock, but radiation does appear to be the most plausible cause of 

the frequency drift.  

 

3.6.2.2 Frequency Drift Modelling 

It can be seen from Figure 3.6 above that although the magnitude of the clock bias is 

significant enough to prevent the CanX-2 Doppler assignment from working, it is also 

reasonably stable and drifts at a predictable rate. Using the first four months of Doppler 

offsets, linear extrapolation was used to predict the offset in future trials, and to adjust the 

values assigned in the scripts to compensate. The extrapolated values were generally 

within 100 Hz of the measured values, which was sufficiently accurate to allow for 

position fixes even after several months without operating the receiver. 
 

Figure 3.8 shows the difference between the predicted and observed Dopplers during the 

April 24th experimental trial. It can be seen that the offset has a magnitude of 

approximately 5700 Hz prior to the fourth PRN being acquired, and then drops near zero 

when the receiver begins steering its clock. Residual offsets are likely due to inaccuracies 

in the predicted Dopplers, which are generated based on week old GPS and CanX-2 

almanacs. 
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Figure 3.8: Doppler offset during the April 24th trial  
 

In addition to the major correction to the receiver clock, two smaller changes were made 

to the Doppler channel assignment. First the search window was increased from 1500 Hz 

to the maximum value of 10000 Hz. The initial value of 1500 Hz, which had been tested 

successfully using a GPS simulator prior to the launch of CanX-2, was inadequate under 

real operating conditions. When CanX-2 passes beneath a GPS satellite the Doppler can 

change by more than 3000 Hz in 45 s.  The increased search window has the advantage of 

containing the true Doppler shift value for much longer. The increased search window 

also allows the true value to stay within the search range even when clock steering begins 

and the Doppler shifts being observed by the receiver suddenly jump on the order of 6000 

Hz. 

 

The second change was that the initial phase of the occultation experiment, dedicated to 

receiver start up and acquisition, was shortened. As was previously mentioned, the 

acquisition phase had been increased repeatedly prior to solving the problem with the 

clock offset, until acquisition times as long as eleven minutes were scripted. Because of 

the extreme relative speed of CanX-2 and the GPS satellites, the geometry changes 
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significantly over the course of minutes. In many trials, after the initial position fix was 

acquired one of the necessary GPS satellites would set prior to the occultation event 

beginning. Because the channels are not ‘released’ in the script but continue to search for 

the assigned PRNs even after they have set, there are reduced number of channels which 

are free to seek out new PRNs just coming into view.  
 

For a long trial there are more GPS satellites than receiver channels, and so it is 

impossible to track them all with the current script format. Releasing channels, although 

possible, would add significantly to the complexity of the radio occultation scripts. 

Instead, PRNs which are only in view for a short time are discarded by the script 

generation software, as they are less likely to be acquired in time to be used. GPS 

satellites which only come into view near the end of the trial are therefore unlikely to be 

assigned to channels and tracked.  

 

These late rising GPS satellites are, however, important for the success of the experiment. 

Their importance stems from the geometry of the situation. Because CanX-2’s forward 

motion, at roughly 7 km/s, is far greater that the speed of the GPS satellites at 4 km/s, all 

GPS satellites come into view at zenith and set behind CanX-2. Tracking a new satellite 

late in the event provides a significant improvement to the positioning geometry in most 

cases, because it will be the only satellite directly overhead. Shortening the acquisition 

time from eleven minutes down to five minutes effectively bypasses this problem because 

it reduces the number of satellites that enter the antenna’s field of view during the trial. 

Generally between 8 and 11 of the channels will be assigned for a five minute start up 

time, depending on the distribution of the GPS constellation.  

 

Figure 3.9 shows the geometry of the satellites tracked on the April 24th, 2009 trial. The 

antenna elevation mask for this trial was set to -10 degrees, based on the empirical 

antenna field of view determined during the forward looking trials. It is therefore the area 

outside the blue line which is visible to the antenna. Each PRN’s position is color coded 

based on time, in order to show the available constellation at each epoch. Although there 
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is sufficient geometry for positioning initially, PRN 13 sets completely before the desired 

occultation event on PRN 25 begins. Also, the satellites are all clustered in the same part 

of the sky.  
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Figure 3.9: Acquired geometry of the April 24th trial 

 

The predicted GPS availability for the same trial is displayed in Figure 3.10, where it can 

be seen that a total of 15 GPS satellites should have come into view during the trial, and 

that several of them came into view near zenith and would have significantly improved 

the geometry had they been acquired. In later trials with shortened acquisition times the 

distribution of tracked GPS satellites during the occultation event was significantly 

improved. 
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Figure 3.10: Predicted geometry of the April 24th trial 
 

3.6.3 Antenna Field of View  

The extent to which the antenna pointing direction is critical to the success of the channel 

assignment scripts was proven during the forward pointing trials. It has also been proven 

in subsequent trials that even when the clock drift is properly accounted for in the 

channel assignment, if the scripts are run without the appropriate attitude control no 

position fix will be obtained.  
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Additionally, the initial results with known antenna pointing direction had extremely poor 

positioning geometry even when sufficient PRNs were tracked, with most of the GPS 

satellites clustered at the horizon during the occultation event. At most five PRNs were 

acquired at once, in spite of all twelve channels being assigned values. More detailed 

investigation into which satellites were acquired from a given script was carried out in an 

attempt to improve the tracking results. It was found that the signals most likely to be 

acquired, with or without Doppler assignment, are those closer to the centre of the 

antenna’s field of view. In general, only satellites within an antenna elevation mask of 25 

degrees above the antenna’s horizon are acquired, even though it had been seen earlier 

that once acquired they would be tracked down to -10 degrees from the centre of the 

antenna field of view.  This limited elevation mask is likely tied to the low power values. 

Figure 3.11 depicts the trend in tracking over 5 data collections carried out with the 

antenna pointing to zenith during November 2010, with the trend of acquiring above 25 

degrees (represented by the blue line) and tracking down to negative elevations clearly 

visible. 
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Figure 3.11: Acquisition pattern with a zenith pointing antenna field of view 
 

Two changes were made to the script generator. First, the elevation mask was drastically 

increased from -10 degrees to 25 degrees in order to limit the field of view for script 

generation. Although this theoretically limited the number of acceptable occultation 

events in a day, by eliminating occultation trials which depended on satellites in the 

edges of the antenna’s field of view, it left only the trials with the highest likelihood of 

success.  

 

At the same time, to get the maximum benefit from the very limited field of view and 

antenna power, it was requested that future occultation trials be run with the antenna 

pointing to 45 degrees between zenith and the horizon. This provided a compromise 

between maximizing the chance of acquiring sufficient satellites to process an occultation 

event, and maximizing the power on the occulting PRN. The results of a trial collected 
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with a 25 degree antenna mask and 45 degree antenna pointing angle are displayed in 

Figure 3.12.  
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Figure 3.12: June 12th, 2009 tracking results with a 45 degree antenna pointing 
direction and 25 degree antenna elevation mask 
 

It can be seen that the distribution of the satellites is significantly improved; however, the 

limited elevation mask prevented tracking of the PRNs all the way to the earth’s surface 

because the stop time for the script was too early. In order to compensate for this 

undesired side effect the script generation software was modified to provide a second, 5 

degree elevation mask for satellites going out of view, while keeping the 25 degree mask 

used for channel assignment. This combination of antenna pointing direction and 

elevation masks has been used in many subsequent trials and has met with good results. 
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3.6.4 Script Formatting  

In addition to all the hardware and physical challenges facing the experiment, a few 

modifications have been made to the scripts themselves in order to solve substantial 

problems.  

 

The first successful position fix was achieved on April 7th, 2009 after resolving the clock 

offset and pointing direction problems, but a second set of problems quickly came to 

light. In more than half of the trials the receiver would either log a few lines of data and 

stop, log nothing at all, or suddenly behave as though it had been cold started by 

‘forgetting’ the approximate time, position and channel assignment.  None of these cases 

allowed for collection of positioning data. Satellite telemetry data showed that the 

receiver was continuously turned on in all of these cases, and it was originally believed 

that the receiver was in some way damaged. No pattern was discernable in the trials run 

from April through to July of 2009 which could be used in either debugging or predicting 

which future trials would succeed or crash. 
 

Extensive hours spent reading decoded OEM4 output files revealed that in all trials which 

acquired without crashing, the GPS week changed from the rolled over 0-1024 week 

assigned in the scripts to the continuous 1024+ GPS week upon acquiring the first signal. 

The change occurred in the same line as the change in clock status from “approximate” to 

“coarsesteering”.  

 

Logs from the successful April 24th trial: 

#RANGEA,COM1,0,88.0,APPROXIMATE,504… 

#RANGEA,COM1,0,84.5,COARSESTEERING,1528… 

 

In the few trials that logged data prior to crashing there was no corresponding change in 

GPS week, and the crash always occurred immediately after the change in clock status. 

 

Logs from just before the crash in a failed April 7th trial: 
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#RANGEA,COM1,0,85.0,APPROXIMATE,502… 

#RANGEA,COM1,0,77.0,COARSESTEERING,502… 

 

Scripts using both possible week formats had been tested prior to CanX-2’s launch with a 

GPS simulator; however when the crash occasionally occurred it was attributed to 

rewinding the simulator scenario and replaying the same GPS times. The OEM4 

documentation for the SETAPPROXTIME command is ambiguous, specifying the week 

format as 0-1024+ which implies that either syntax is acceptable. Insufficient simulator 

tests were done for the pattern to emerge and be attributed to using the incorrect week 

format, as the crash only occurs intermittently.  

 

Analysis of the data collected in orbit seems to indicate that the bug in the OEM4’s 

software is only triggered when many satellites are acquired simultaneously, as is the 

case when accurate Dopplers are assigned to multiple receiver channels. In the early trials 

only one PRN would be acquired at a time, and the week would be updated with the first 

PRN’s navigation message before any others were acquired. As a result this bug only 

manifested itself after the clock offset was compensated for. The solution to the problem 

was changing the time assignment command in future scripts, from “SETAPPROXTIME 

504 488002” to “SETAPPROXTIME 1528 488002” which has prevented the problem from 

reoccurring. 
 

An additional important change to the script format provided by the team in Toronto has 

been the addition of pauses between each command. Early trials such as the example 

plotted in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 only acquired approximately half of the satellites 

which should have been in view. Given the channel assignments, a valid almanac, and a 

position and velocity fix, the receiver’s internal algorithm should have allowed it to begin 

tracking the remaining satellites. Adding pauses between the script lines has significantly 

increased the number of satellites acquired, from typically five being tracked before the 

pauses to as many as nine being tracked afterwards in spite of a smaller constellation of 

active GPS satellites. It is suspected that some of the channel assignment commands were 
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formerly being lost, as they were transmitted to the receiver all at once with no time built 

in for the commands to be individually executed.  

 

3.6.5 Memory Usage  

The final area of improvements made to the occultation experiment is better management 

of the limited memory available for a trial.  

 

Initially, a logging rate of 50 Hz was used for the entire data set in order to collect as 

much information as possible during the short data collection intervals, and to benefit 

from any GPS satellites that occulted earlier than the desired occultation event. When the 

first satellites were tracked it quickly became apparent that the amount of data logged 

would far exceed the available 1 Megabyte buffer size, even logging in compressed 

binary format. Figure 3.13 shows the initial data set during which only two satellites were 

tracked at 50 Hz before the receiver ran out of available memory and shut off. 
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Figure 3.13: All data collected Nov 28th, 2008 prior to memory limited shutdown 
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To increase the amount of data logged, two logging rates were implemented. A 1 Hz 

logging rate for the initial startup period allowed for collection of enough data to use for 

orbit determination and assessment of the acquisition behaviour, and a 50 Hz logging rate 

during the occultation event itself was ideal for limb sounding. These rates were further 

reduced to 0.1 Hz during acquisition and 20 Hz during the occultation event as the 

number of satellites tracked in each trial increased with other script improvements.  

 

In the most recent trials, even at the lower logging rates the buffer fills up prior to the end 

of the desired occultation event and triggers the early shut down of the receiver. The 

additional measure of setting unassigned channels to “IDLE” mode, which disables their 

tracking completely, rather than “AUTO” which used the default search algorithm to aid 

acquisition was taken, in order to avoid tracking duplicate data from the same GPS 

satellite. It is a testament to the success of the channel assignment scripts that 

intentionally disabling some of the channels makes no apparent difference to the number 

of unique PRNs tracked, and that the available memory is currently still the limiting 

factor in data collection.  
 

Figure 3.14 shows a more recent trial result, which in spite of the measures taken has 

maximized the available memory and shut down prior to occulting PRN 20 reaching the 

earth’s surface. Figure 3.15 is the script used to generate it, in the finalized format for 

radio occultation data collection. 
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Figure 3.14: (above) All data collected 
January 18th, 2010 prior to memory 
limited shutdown. The rapid change in 
color near the end of the trial represents 
the higher logging rate.  

Figure 3.15: (right) Script for the 
successful January 18th data collection 
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3.7 Script Generation for Long Data Arcs 

While the primary goal of the GPS payload is radio occultation, orbit determination is a 

close second. In order to facilitate the orbit determination work, it was decided to collect 

some of the longest possible data arcs with the antenna pointing to zenith, as the “best 

case scenario” GPS data sets. These data sets logged not only raw data, but for the first 

time also the receiver’s internal position solution, using the BESTXYZ log. 

  

In order to achieve longer data collections an entirely new series of script generation 

software was required, to create scripts which were not fundamentally based on an 

occultation event start time, stop time and PRN. This new software makes use of the 

same algorithms to determine the positions, velocities and inter-visibilities of CanX-2 and 

the GPS constellation, but is otherwise based on the schedule of CanX-2 passing from 

eclipse into sunlight, and the ground contact schedule which must be obtained from the 

University of Toronto ahead of time.  

 

A script is generated to begin five minutes after CanX-2 passes from shadow into 

sunlight, based on the attitude control system requirement of five minutes to achieve the 

desired antenna pointing direction. The data collections last for 85 minutes, based on the 

restriction of how long the attitude can be accurately maintained. For orbits passing 

within range of the Toronto ground station the receiver operation times are cut back to fill 

only the portion of the orbit when CanX-2 is in sunlight but not in contact with the 

ground, in order to avoid power limitations or corrupt data due to logging and 

downloading data simultaneously. These shorter scripts are however avoided, as 

preference is given to the 85 minute data arcs. Based on a week of attempting to collect 

four to six long arcs daily, it was determined that two per day was the most realistic data 

collection schedule in order to allow sufficient ground contact time for downloading data 

and uploading new scripts to the satellite.  
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Major changes were also made to the structure of the scripts themselves, first to allow for 

tracking over a long period of time by progressively un-assigning channels as their 

assigned GPS satellites set, and second to reduce as much as possible the number of 

commands in the files in order to reduce the transmission burden of uploading new 

scripts. The changes made included: 

 

• Saving the logging commands and receiver communication settings into the 

receiver’s non-volatile memory and removing the commands from the individual 

scripts 

• Removing the setapproxtime and setapproxpos commands, as the previous 

mistake of using the wrong year format suggested they made no contribution to 

acquisition and only the channel assignments were required 

• Excluding “assign auto” commands for extra channels, as this is the OEM4’s 

default behaviour and should not require a command 

• Releasing each channel after the assigned PRN sets, to allow for default 

acquisition of newly risen GPS satellites. (If a channel is released before the 

assigned PRN sets it will “forget” what it was tracking, lose lock, and begin 

searching with the default search algorithm)  

 

Figure 3.16 below is a sample of the scripts used for collecting long data arcs.  
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Figure 3.16: Sample script for long arc data collection  

 

3.8 Effectiveness of Channel Assignment  

Because the experimental setup was changed almost weekly during the first year of radio 

occultation data collection, and again frequently during the long arc data collection, it is 

difficult to quantify the results with a single number. However, times to various points in 

the receiver startup have been calculated for 15 radio occultation trials carried out from 

December 2009 to January 2010, during which the only script parameter to change was 

idling the extra receiver channels. The same metrics have been measured for 14 long arc 
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data collections in November 2010. The average times are summarized in Table 3.1 for 

the radio occultation trials and Table 3.2 for the long arc data collection. 

 

Not included in Table 3.1 is the constant 36 seconds of  ‘overhead’, including powering 

on the receiver, establishing a connection between the on board computer and receiver 

setting the baud rate for logging GPS data, assigning approximate time and position, and 

idling all channels immediately prior to assignment. For the data in Table 3.2 the 

overhead time has been reduced to 12 seconds and is also excluded. 
 

Table 3.1: Time to First Fix Averages from December 2009 to January 2010 radio 
occultation data collection 

Time From First Channel Assignment [seconds] 
Event Mean STD Min Max 
First log 20 1 18 20 
First signal tracked 39 15 27 90 
Four L1 signals tracked 80 47 34 208 
Four L1/L2 signals tracked 99 45 55 224 
Valid position solution 164 72 89 326 
Valid clock model 211 70 127 338 

 

The table shows that it takes on average 40 seconds for the first signal to be acquired, and 

an additional 40 seconds for acquisition of four L1 signals. In theory a position could be 

calculated at this point, although an additional 84 seconds is required for the receiver to 

acquire L2 signals and process the position solution. The time from receiver start up to a 

position fix is 3 minutes 20 seconds on average, and from the first channel assignment to 

a position fix is 2 minutes 44 seconds, which includes 11 seconds of pauses between each 

channel assignment command in the script. 
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Table 3.2: Time to First Fix Averages from November 2010 long arc data collection 

Time From First Channel Assignment [s] 
Event Mean STD Min Max 
First signal tracked 39 13 30 74 
Four L1 signals tracked 106 69 39 281 
Four L1/L2 signals tracked 121 68 56 293 
Valid position solution 191 86 104 408 
Valid clock model 234 64 164 408 

 

The long data arc collection has a slightly worse average time to first fix than the radio 

occultation trials, at 3 minutes 23 seconds in spite of the shorter overhead time, but based 

on the standard deviations the differences are insignificant. The longer times to a valid 

position solution and valid clock model, highlighted above, are biased due to the 

November data being logged once per 30 seconds as opposed to the 1 second data used 

for the radio occultations trials. In both cases, a few seconds of synchronisation error also 

likely exists between the satellite’s on board computer clock (used to power on the 

receiver at the desired epoch) and GPS time used to time stamp the signal acquisition.  

 

The 3.5 minute time to first fix achievable using channel assignment is within the range 

of values achieved using specialized space receivers in cold start (Page et al 2003, 

Ebinuma et al 2005). It is significantly better than the time to first fix achieved on CanX-

2 with a cold start, which is typically on the order of 20 minutes.  

 

The essential requirements for channel assignment are an estimate of the current time, an 

estimate of the receiver’s clock drift, knowledge of the antenna field of view, and the 

ability to calculate the relative Doppler shifts between the low earth orbiting satellite and 

GPS constellation. Ideally, the technique could be incorporated into the receiver and run 

autonomously in space. Automation would significantly cut back on the operational 

burden by avoiding the need for script generation and ground contact, but as a trade off 

requires that either the low earth orbiting satellite or the receiver itself has the ability to 

estimate its orbital trajectory autonomously in order to compute the expected Doppler 

shifts of incoming GPS signals. The next chapter presents a method of estimating orbital 
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parameters from the receiver’s navigation solution, in order to propagate the receiver’s 

trajectory through GPS outages autonomously.  The chapter following assesses the 

suitability of this estimated trajectory for warm starting the receiver in orbit, using the 

CanX-2 receiver’s navigation solutions as input and using precise orbit determination 

solutions as truth data.  
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Chapter Four: A Proposed Methodology for Autonomous Orbit Propagation 

Chapter three outlined the highly effective method of using publicly available ephemeris 

data for the constellation of GPS satellites and for CanX-2 in order to predict the Doppler 

shifts on the visible GPS constellation and warm start the receiver. While effective, this 

method has several drawbacks. First and foremost, it requires a high degree of advance 

planning, access to public data sources, successful contacts with the ground station, and 

the experiment must be run at precisely the correct time and satellite attitude for the 

warm start to work. Additionally, satellites missions which seed the acquisition algorithm 

using on board orbital propagators have been shown to have a shorter time to first fix in 

Unwin & Sweeting (1995) and Unwin & Oldfield (2000).  

 

This chapter develops a method in which the GPS data collected on orbit could be used in 

conjunction with an orbital propagator in order to bridge GPS outages and enable an 

autonomous warm start when next the receiver is turned on. The five necessary pieces of 

information for warm starting the receiver are knowledge of the current time, knowledge 

of the antenna’s field of view, knowledge of the receiver’s clock drift in space, and 

finally knowledge of the Doppler shifts on the GPS signals, as calculated from the 

changing positions of the GPS satellites and the changing position of the low earth orbiter 

(LEO). An onboard propagator enables the calculation of the LEO’s changing position, 

but there are several fundamental assumptions about the other necessary knowledge. 

 

First, it is assumed that upon start up the receiver would be seeded with the current time 

and the antenna pointing direction from other satellite sub-systems. The justification for 

these assumptions is that CanX-2 possesses the necessary sub-systems to provide this 

information, as do JC2Sat, CASSIOPE, RAX, CanX-4/5, AISSat, … essentially every 

other satellite currently carrying or designed to carry a commercial NovAtel receiver (De 

Ruiter et al 2009, Langley et al 2004, Spangelo et al 2010, Orr et al 2007, UTIAS 2011).  

 

Next, it is assumed that the receiver could autonomously estimate its own clock drift in 

orbit. The clock drift can be obtained from the velocity solution, calculated from 4 or 
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more Doppler measurements. The OEM4-G2L receiver will output this value in the 

“range bias rate” field of the “clockmodel” log. The logged value just needs to be divided 

by the GPS L1 wavelength to convert the units from m/s to Hz. One critical factor is that 

the clock drift must be estimated as soon as the first four signals are acquired, prior to the 

receiver’s clock steering taking effect. The calculation could easily be implemented 

onboard a satellite. Because the clock drift was found to change slowly and the receiver 

was found to be insensitive to errors of a few hundred Hz, the most recent clock drift 

could simply be stored and applied at the next receiver start up, with no need for storage 

of older data or linear extrapolation to the current epoch.  

 

The final assumption is that the receiver would be run with reasonable frequency. 

Frequent operation means that the receiver, through tracking GPS satellites, will be able 

to log the GPS constellation’s almanac from the navigation message and therefore 

maintain the ability to predict the positions of the GPS constellation reasonably 

accurately over a period of time. No orbital model is perfect, and the further into the 

future the satellite’s position must be predicted, the worse the prediction’s accuracy will 

be. This holds true for both the prediction of the GPS satellites’ positions, and the 

position of the LEO satellite. 

 

4.1 Fundamentals of Satellite Orbits 

According to Kepler’s first law, the motion of an orbiting body can be described as an 

ellipse, with the central body at one focus (Pail 2005, Sneeuw 2006). If the central body 

is assumed to be a point mass, the orbiting body’s mass is assumed to be insignificant in 

comparison, and there are no external forces working on the orbiting body, the equation 

below fully describes the acceleration acting on it. GM is the gravitational constant 

multiplied by the central body’s mass, r is the distance from the central body to the 

satellite, rr is the position vector from the centre of the central body to the satellite, and 

r&& is the acceleration experienced by the satellite. 
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GMr r&&
3−=  eq. 4.1 

 

The size and orientation of the elliptical path can be described by a set of six Keplerian 

elements, which are explained below. The four angular elements are shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

• Right Ascension of the Ascending Node (RAAN), Ω, is the angle from the inertial 

x axis to the point where the ascending arc of the satellite crosses the equator 

plane. 

• Argument of Perigee, ω, is the angle between the ascending node and the point of 

closet approach of the satellite to the central body (perigee). 

• Inclination, i, is the angle between the equator plane of the central body and the 

satellite’s orbital plane 

• Semi-major axis, a, describes the size of the ellipse and is depicted in Figure 4.1 

 

 
Figure 4.1: Ellipse geometry 

 

• Eccentricity, e, describes the shape of the ellipse and can be calculated from the 

relation  

 2

22
2

a
bae −

=  eq. 4.2 

 

• True Anomaly, ν, is the angle between the perigee and the instantaneous position 

of the satellite, and is the only time dependent element for the two body problem. 
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Figure 4.2: Physical meaning of the angular Keplerian elements 

 

A few other quantities are used in this chapter which are closely related to the classic 

Keplerian elements: 

• Mean motion, n, describes the mean velocity of the satellite and is related to the 

semi-major axis by the relation below, where GMe are the gravitation constant and 

the earth’s mass.  

 

 eGMan =32  eq. 4.3 

 

• Mean anomaly, M, is an abstract angle similar to the true anomaly, describing the 

angle between the perigee and a satellite moving at constant angular velocity n. 

The quantity has no physical meaning except at the epoch where the satellite is at 

the perigee, in which case M=0.  
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4.2 Orbital Propagation 

Orbit propagation is a vast field of its own. A myriad of perturbing forces act on orbiting 

bodies, causing their motion to deviate from the ideal case described above. Among them 

are gravitational forces due to both irregularities in the central body and other bodies in 

the solar system, and non-conservative forces such as solar radiation pressure or drag. 

Each of these forces can be modelled more or less precisely, depending on the number of 

terms and coefficients included in the dynamics modelling, and the availability of 

information on environmental factors such as the variable atmospheric density or wind 

speeds at orbital altitudes. Numerical integration methods in conjunction with highly 

sophisticated dynamics models can be used to propagate a precise spacecraft position into 

the future, while more computationally efficient analytical models based on mean 

elements can have a reasonable degree of accuracy over time spans of a few weeks.  

 

The work in this chapter of the thesis focuses on an analytical orbital model, NORAD’s 

Simplified General Perturbations 4 (SGP4) propagator. Although there are far more 

sophisticated orbital tools available, the inherent limitations of a nanosatellite make SGP4 

a good choice for onboard propagation.  

 

4.2.1 Analytical Orbital Propagators versus Numerical Integrators 

The basic difference between an analytical orbital propagator and a numerical integrator 

is that the analytical propagator can calculate the position of a satellite in closed form at 

any epoch in the past or future, while a numerical integrator must step through time to 

calculate the satellite’s position at the desired epoch. 

 

Because SGP4 is an analytical orbital model, it makes used of the fundamental harmonic 

motion of an orbiting body to selectively model only the most significant forces (Hoots & 

Roehrich 1980). High order gravity field coefficients disturb an orbit based on a 

consistent pattern, but cause no significant net change in the orbital path (Sneeuw 2006). 
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On the contrary, resonant forces such as the earth’s flattening do have a net impact on the 

orbit, in the case of CanX-2 resulting in a precession of the ascending node around the 

earth’s poles one full revolution per year, allowing for its sun-synchronous orbit, and a 

drift in the perigee of one full revolution approximately every 100 days. Other non-

conservative forces such as drag have the effect of constantly decelerating the satellite in 

the anti velocity direction, which results in a decrease of the semi-major axis over time 

and ultimately the decay of the orbit. Figure 4.4 below shows the long term trends in the 

five of the mean orbital elements and drag for CanX-2 over a year. True anomaly, which 

changes by 360 degrees each revolution, has been excluded. Note that the irregularity in 

orbital elements at approximately day 345 is as a result of a propulsion experiment. 
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Figure 4.3: Variation in CanX-2's orbital elements over a period of one year 

 

Analytical orbit propagators such as SGP4 work by taking the main disturbing forces and 

modelling the net change in the satellite’s orbit, while neglecting the higher order forces 

which are either too weak to cause a significant disturbance over a time period of a few 

days or weeks, or are periodic and therefore have no net effect. Essentially, small 
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perturbations are ignored in order to achieve good large scale accuracy with a minimum 

of input parameters or number crunching. The trade off is that for any individual epoch 

this generalized trajectory will disagree with the satellite’s true, perturbed position. For 

SGP4 the disagreement due to un-modelled perturbations is on the order of hundreds of 

meters. According to Montenbruck (2000), SGP4 shouldn’t be expected to be more 

accurate than approximately 2 km at any given epoch in time; however, a week later the 

difference between SGP4 and the satellite’s true position may still be on the order of a 

few kilometres. Essentially, analytical orbit propagators provide a smoothed out 

trajectory of a satellite’s motion, and given a minimum of input data can calculate the 

satellite’s approximate position in closed form for any particular epoch in the past or 

future.  

 

 Alternatively, numerical integrators depend on a very accurate dynamics model and 

initial position, and step through time, modelling each force acting on the orbiting body at 

each time step in order to slowly but accurately rebuild or predict the orbital trajectory. 

This method integrates the acceleration to get velocity and position, and in theory a single 

epoch of accurate position and velocity information would provide the necessary initial 

conditions to get good numerical propagator results if all the forces acting on a satellite 

are well known, and an appropriately small step size is chosen. This single epoch of 

position and velocity data fully determine the orbit of a satellite as long as there are no 

un-modelled external forces. The instantaneous results of numerical integration are far 

more accurate than analytical orbit models, but come at the cost of either a very large 

processor burden or high data storage requirements for coefficients and constants. For a 

case such as onboard operations on a nanosatellite, neither of these demands is likely to 

be achievable.  

 

4.2.2 Why SGP4? 

Because the goal is not to achieve high accuracy, but rather high enough accuracy at a 

relatively low computational cost, an analytical orbit propagator is the obvious choice 

over numerical integration. Many analytical orbit models have been developed, but SGP4 
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has been chosen from among them for three reasons. First, while SGP4 is not the most 

accurate analytical orbital propagator, it is by far one of the most widespread, and can be 

considered something of an industry standard. Second, NORAD tracks CanX-2 and 

publishes the data in the form of Two Line Elements (TLE), a format specific to SGP4. 

As a result, NORAD’s tracking network of radar and optical sensors provides a 

completely independent check for the GPS results. The third reason closely follows from 

the first two: SGP4 has already been employed in the creation of the warm start scripts 

for CanX-2 for over two years with good results. As such it is tried, tested, and a proven 

success.  

 

4.2.3 The SGP4 Algorithm 

The SGP4 orbital model was developed in the late 1970’s as part of the American effort 

to track all objects in space during the cold war. The model consists of computer software 

originally written in the FORTRAN programming language. The trade off between low 

processing power and reasonable accuracy is a relic of the times: computing power had 

not evolved enough for a highly sophisticated model to be used, nor had the disturbing 

forces such as gravity field anomalies been modelled to nearly the accuracy they are 

today, thanks to modern satellite geodesy missions.  

 

Because NORAD’s catalogue of two line element sets is the most complete publicly 

available resource for objects orbiting the earth, and has been for decades, the use of 

SGP4 is not limited to American government bodies but is extremely widespread. As a 

result, there are a vast number of versions of this software in existence, as the software 

has been frequently updated and improved with little to no tracking of changes and 

versions. In an effort to standardize the software versions in use, “Spacetrack Report No. 

3: Models for Propagation of NORAD Element Sets” was published in 1980; however, 

since then the multitude of users have continued to apply improvements, bug fixes, and 

rewrites in various programming languages, with some commercial software such as 

Analytical Graphics Inc. even having different options allowing the user to choose 
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between some of the subtleties of the SGP4 coordinate system transformation (Vallado et 

al 2006).  

 

In 2006 a complete inventory of the versions of the Spacetrack software was carried out 

by Vallado et al, resulting in the publication of “Revisiting Spacetrack Report #3”, along 

with the release of four synchronised versions of the SGP4 propagator in C++, 

FORTRAN, Pascal and Matlab. Although the operational version of the software used by 

NORAD and NASA are not publicly available, the Revisiting Spacetrack source code has 

had every possible effort made to compare it to output of the official versions in order to 

synchronise them, as well as having every effort made to identify and repair bugs or 

shortcomings in the original algorithm in order to correctly handle all possible orbits.  

 

The forces modelled by SGP4 include the J2, J3 and J4 perturbations, as well as 

atmospheric drag (Hoots et al 2004). No sectoral or tesseral gravity field coefficients are 

taken into account, making the orbital model independent of the longitude.  

 

As input, SGP4 requires a reference epoch, six mean Keplerian elements, and a drag 

coefficient. This information is published for all satellites tracked by NORAD in the 

format of two line element sets or TLE, which consist of two formatted lines of ascii data 

containing all the required input parameters. In addition to the essential information for 

SGP4, the TLE contains some higher order terms, satellite identification data, and 

checksums, which are not used in the work presented here. Table 4.1 below outlines the 

format of the TLE fields essential for use with SGP4. An example of a two line element 

set for CanX-2, published by NORAD through the Celestrak Website (July 31, 2010), is 

also given. A full description of the TLE format can be found in Vallado et al (2006) and 

online at Celestrak (2004). 
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 Table 4.1:  Two Line Elements necessary for SGP4 propagation 

1 32790U 08021H   10211.66515121 -.00000063  00000-0 -12642-5 0  7331 
2 32790  97.8918 275.8894 0015989 140.3639 219.8760 14.81654755121908 
 

Quantity Line Fields Units Example 

Epoch Year 1 19-20 2 digit year 10 
Epoch Day 1 21-32 fractional decimal day of year 211.6651512 
Bstar Drag Term 1 54-59 Earth radii-1, decimal assumed -12642 
Bstar exponent 1 60-61 unitless -5 
Inclination 2 9-16 degrees 97.8918 
RAAN 2 18-25 degrees 275.8894 
Eccentricity 2 27-33 unitless, decimal assumed 0015989 
Argument of Perigee 2 35-42 degrees 140.3639 
Mean Anomaly 2 44-51 degrees 219.876 
Mean Motion 2 53-63 rev/day 14.81654755 

 

4.3 Estimating Two Line Elements 

In order to enable an autonomous warm start of an orbiting GPS receiver, a method is 

required to form a set of SGP4 Two Line Elements from the GPS data. Operationally, a 

TLE would be calculated and stored in the receiver’s internal memory after each receiver 

use, and upon start up of the receiver the stored TLE would be retrieved, propagated 

through SGP4 to calculate the receiver’s current orbital position, and along with the 

receiver’s stored GPS almanac used to predict the visible GPS constellation and the 

Doppler offset of each PRN. Essentially, the existing functionality in the commercial 

receiver to start up relatively quickly on the ground, based on assumptions of it retaining 

its last known position, would be extended to the orbital case.  

  

4.3.1 Previous Work 

Previous work was done on the topic of estimating TLE from CanX-2 data both by 

Greene & Zee (2009) in Toronto and by Kahr et al (2010). However, in both of these 

publications the method of conversion of the GPS data to a two line ephemeris was to use 

the VEC2TLE program written by Ken Ernandez (1996). The VEC2TLE program takes a 
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single point GPS position and iterates through the SGP4 propagator until the set of TLE 

mean Keplerian elements are found which produce an exact match to the input state 

vector at that single epoch. This method reliably converges to a solution but can give 

widely varied results as a result of noise in the input GPS data as shown in Figure 4.4 

below. The figure represents the output TLE elements for each epoch of GPS data 

collected at a 2 second logging rate over a period of 48 minutes. These elements are all 

referenced to the same epoch, so any time dependence of the elements, for example the 

mean anomaly, has been removed. 
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Figure 4.4: TLE mean Keplerian elements obtained from GPS data using 
VEC2TLE  
 

 Although results were obtained using this approach, it has a fundamental weakness. 

VEC2TLE only uses a single epoch of position and velocity information as input, and 

finds the TLE to best match the single input state vector. As such, the drag term cannot 

be estimated and must come from some external source. The bigger problem is illustrated 
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in Figure 4.5 below. The TLE elements are mean elements, and cannot be accurately 

estimated from a single epoch of positioning data.  This is because the single data point 

will be very unlikely to fall on the SGP4 arc best fitting the long term trend in the 

satellite’s position. Single epochs of data provide osculating Kepler elements, while mean 

elements can only be found using longer arcs of input data.  
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Figure 4.5: Difference between the smooth SGP4 trajectory and the precise position 
of CanX-2 over 24 hours 

 

4.3.2 Least Squares Estimation 

An improved method of estimating has been well documented in Vallado  & Crawford 

(2008), in which a least squares approach to the estimation of TLE was developed, 

following the same procedure as classic orbit determination. A similar method has been 

independently developed and implemented by the German Space Centre (DLR), which 

has been documented in Montenbruck (2000), Jochim et al (1996), Montenbruck et al 

(1996), and Gill & Montenbruck (2002). 
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In order to estimate TLE from CanX-2’s GPS data, it is this approach which has been 

taken. Software was developed with a least squares algorithm similar to those of 

Montenbruck and Vallado, but tailored for use with the CanX-2 data sets.    

 

4.3.3 The Least Squares Algorithm 

Because orbit determination is highly non-linear, iterative least squares is imperative to 

achieve a solution. Of the several mathematically equivalent implementations of least 

squares, summation of normals has been chosen to enable the input of any number of 

epochs of GPS measurements while avoiding the inversion of large matrices. The 

parametric least squares algorithm therefore takes the form below (Leick 2004, El 

Sheimy 2000): 

 

Until the value of least squares converges 

 

For each epoch of GPS observations, i 

 ii
T

ii APAN =  eq. 4.4 

 ii
T

ii dyPAU =  eq. 4.5 

 iNNN +=  eq. 4.6 

 iUUU +=  eq. 4.7 

End observation loop 

 UNdx 1−−=  eq. 4.8 

 dxxx += 0  eq. 4.9 
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eq. 4.11 

End least squares loop 
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In the above, A is the design matrix containing the partial derivatives of the GPS 

observations with respect to the unknown TLE parameters, P is the weight matrix of the 

GPS observations, dy is the misclosure vector between the estimated positions and the 

GPS observations, x0 is the initial estimate of the TLE parameters, and x is the improved 

estimate of the TLE parameters after the iteration, which is subsequently used as the 

point of expansion (x0) for the next iteration. The subscripts 1, 2, ..., i indicated epochs of 

GPS measurements. The a-posteriori variance factor, σ2, is calculated from the residuals, 

v, and serves as the convergence criteria to exit the least squares loop. The following 

sections provide greater detail about the implementation of the TLE estimation. 

 

4.3.3.1 Estimated Parameters 

Seven orbital parameters as well as a time of ephemeris are required as input to SGP4 in 

order to calculate satellite positions in closed form. The time of ephemeris for the 

estimated TLE is currently user input, but for on orbit applications the time stamp of the 

last available GPS measurement would be a reasonable choice. The algorithm has been 

written such that the seven estimated parameters can take two forms: either as the TLE 

elements converted to units of radians and minutes, or a Cartesian position and velocity 

in units of metres and metres/second. In either case the drag parameter retains the SGP4 

format, but if the initial Cartesian coordinates are estimated drag is scaled by a factor of 

105 in order to keep the magnitudes of the parameters similar, and in doing so prevent 

instability in the least squares during matrix inversion.  

 

The motivation for including Cartesian coordinate estimation as an option was to avoid 

potential numerical problems such as a negative eccentricity, or problems related to 

CanX-2’s orbit being near-circular and therefore having a poorly defined argument of 

perigee. The final TLE is identical regardless of which format the estimated parameters 

take; however a greater sensitivity to the choice of a point of expansion has been found 

for estimation using Cartesian coordinates, and therefore the results presented in this 

thesis have all been obtained by estimating the Keplerian elements directly.  
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Table 4.2: Possible parameterisations for the TLE estimation 

TEME Cartesian Coordinates TLE Elements 

parameter units parameter units 

x  metres revolution rate rads/minute 

y metres inclination radians 

z metres eccentricity unitless 

vx metres/second Argument of Perigee radians 

vy metres/second RAAN radians 

vz metres/second mean anomaly radians 

B* drag earth radii-1 B* drag earth radii-1 

 

4.3.3.2 Observations 

The input measurements of the spacecraft’s position are the GPS receiver’s navigation 

solutions. In order to best simulate autonomous operations in order to determine if 

onboard orbit determination is viable, the receiver’s internal navigation solution, output 

using the “BESTXYZ” log, has been used as input to the least squares algorithm. 

BESTXYZ provides the Cartesian WGS84 position and velocity of the receiver, as well 

as the position and velocity standard deviations in the same frame. For the TLE 

estimation only the three components of the position solutions have been used as input 

measurements. The reasoning is that the velocity information obtained inherently by 

using multiple epochs of GPS positions is more reliable than the single point Doppler 

velocities estimated in the receiver (Montenbruck 2003, Montenbruck 2000). 

 

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 below compare the BESTXYZ data to a precise orbit 

determination solution for CanX-2 over the same time spans. The precise orbit 

determination results are discussed in Appendix C, and are assumed to be accurate at the 

one metre level where there are GPS measurements and accurate at the tens of metres 

level otherwise. Here they are used as a truth solution.  
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Figure 4.6: Error in the receiver's BESTXYZ position during the August 6, 2010 
data collection, logged every 2 seconds 
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Figure 4.7: Error in the receiver's BESTXYZ position during the second November 
25, 2010 data collection, logged every 30 seconds 

 

It can be seen from the figures that the receiver’s internal navigation solution generally 

agrees quite well with the precise orbits, but is characterised by significant levels of noise 

resulting in large spikes of error in the position solution, particularly during epochs with 

poor geometry during the first 20 minutes of the data collections. 

 

Another source of error apparent in the BESTXYZ data is a systematic bias in the radial 

component of the position typically lying between -20 and – 10 metres. Epochs with an 

error greater than 100 m are considered outliers and have been excluded from the bias 

calculation. This observed bias is not entirely unexpected, as it matches with simulator 

test results for the OEM4 receiver presented in (Montenbruck 2003). As explained in 

Chapter 2, the bias is assumed to be the result of tropospheric modelling in the receiver’s 

firmware incorrectly dealing with orbital height.  
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4.3.3.3 Coordinate Systems 

In order to estimate orbital elements, an inertial coordinate system is required. The 

system used for the SGP4 orbital model is a TEME, or true equator mean equinox, 

system. The TEME system neglects nutation (or in other words the entire system nutates 

with the earth, as all NORAD’s tracking station are on the earth’s surface and this 

simplifies orbital element estimation) but takes into account the gradual precession of the 

mean vernal equinox. (Hoots & Roehrich 1980, Kelso 1998) An illustration of TEME as 

compared to an earth centred earth fixed coordinate frame is presented in Figure 4.8 

below. 

 

 
Figure 4.8: Relation between the TEME and ECEF coordinate frames 

 

Because the output of SGP4 is in TEME, and the GPS data is logged in earth centred 

earth fixed (ECEF) Cartesian coordinates, a conversion between the two systems is 

required. It was decided to rotate all the GPS data into the TEME frame at the beginning 
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of the program, in order to avoid repeatedly converting the SGP4 output to an earth fixed 

frame at each iteration of the least squares as part of the misclosure vector calculation. 

Mathematically these two approaches are identical in terms of estimating the TLE.  

 

In order to rigorously convert from WGS84 into TEME, several steps are required: 

 

1. WGS84 coordinates are converted to the current International Terrestrial 

Reference Frame (ITRF) coordinate frame 

 

2. Julian date is calculated based on the UT1 time scale, using the UTI-UTC 

information published by the International Earth Rotation and Reference System 

Service (IERS) in bulletin b 

 

sdecimaldayUTCUT UTCUTJDJD )1(1 −+=  eq. 4.12 

 

3. The earth fixed frame is rotated into the instantaneous terrestrial frame (IT) using 

the polar motion parameters xp and yp, also published by the IERS in bulletin b 

 

ITRFppIT rxRyRr )()( 21=  eq. 4.13 

 

4. The UT1 Julian date is used to calculate the Greenwich Mean Siderial Time 

(GMST) in closed form, using equations from (Vallado et al 2006) 
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36525/)0.2451545( 11 −= UTUT JDT  eq. 4.14 

3
1

62
11

9 10*2.6093104.0)812866.864018410*3.15576(54841.67310 UTUTUT TTTGMST −−+++=

 eq. 4.15 

 

5. The instantaneous terrestrial frame is rotated into the TEME frame using GMST  

 

ITTEME rGMSTRr )(3 −=  eq. 4.16 

ITTEMEearthfixed vGMSTRv )(3 −=  eq. 4.17 

 

6. For the conversion of velocities, the magnitude of the earth fixed velocity must be 

adjusted for the earth’s rotation in order to obtain the correct magnitude for the 

inertial velocity 

 

TEMEearthTEMEearthfixedMEinertialTE rwvv ×+=  eq. 4.18 

 

The rotation matrices, R1, R2 and R3, describe a positive rotation of angle θ about the first, 

second and third axis of the coordinate frame. They are defined as: 
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eq. 4.19 

 

Because the accuracy of the SGP4 model is only on the order of kilometres, and because 

the required accuracy for warm starting the receiver is not particularly stringent, a 

simplified approach to the conversion from WGS84 is also possible. This approach is less 

accurate: 

 

1.  The UTC Julian date is used to calculate the Greenwich Mean Siderial Time 

(GMST) in closed form, using the same equation as step 4 above 
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2. The earth centred earth fixed frame is rotated into the TEME frame using GMST 

(slight differences between ECEF frames are neglected, as is polar motion) 

 

ECEFTEME rGMSTRr )(3 −=  eq. 4.20 

ECEFTEMEearthfixed vGMSTRv )(3 −=  eq. 4.21 

 

3. For the conversion of velocities, the magnitude of the earth fixed velocity must be 

adjusted for the earth’s rotation in order to obtain the correct magnitude for the 

inertial velocity 

 

TEMEearthTEMEearthfixedMEinertialTE rwvv ×+=  eq. 4.22 

 

The simplified approach has been applied for all the results presented in this thesis. While 

the least squares algorithm has been programmed such that it is able to read in bulletin b 

information and correct the UTC Julian date to UT1, and the functionality could easily be 

extended to also account for polar motion, bulletin b is only published once per month 

retroactively (IERS 2010, Montenbruck & Gill 2000). In order to implement onboard 

estimation using the rigorous coordinate transformation, the predicted values for the 

UT1-UTC and polar motion corrections would have to be transmitted to the satellite on a 

regular basis, reducing the autonomy of warm starting the receiver in space. Because 

autonomous operation is the ultimate goal of this work, the simplified coordinate 

transformation would be more realistic operationally and therefore has been used in 

generating the results. This allows for an assessment of its viability in place of the 

rigorous coordinate transformation, and leaves the use of the rigorous transformation as a 

possible future improvement.  
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4.3.3.4 Weight Matrix 

The weight matrix is formed using the estimated standard deviations of the single point 

GPS positions, obtained from the BESTXYZ log. Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 below show 

comparisons between the true error (calculated by differencing the receiver’s navigation 

solution and the precise orbit) and the one and three standard deviation envelopes 

obtained from the BESTXYZ log. The plots establish that the receiver’s estimated 

standard deviations do generally follow the actual trend of the error in the orbital GPS 

solutions, and are therefore suitable for weighting the GPS data in the least squares TLE 

estimation.  
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between the receiver's BESTXYZ standard deviations and 
true position error during the August 6, 2010 data collection, logged every 2 seconds 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between the receiver's BESTXYZ standard deviations and 
true position error during the November 25, 2010 data collection, logged every 30 
seconds 

 

Converting the GPS measurements into TEME requires making the same conversion for 

the standard deviations. In order to accomplish this, the standard deviations are squared 

and used to populate the diagonal of a variance covariance matrix in WGS84. The matrix 

is then rotated into TEME, preserving the full covariance information and resulting in a 

cross-correlation in x and y. Unfortunately, no cross-correlations from the receiver’s 

original navigation solution have been recorded, so the use of the full covariance 

information remains a source of future improvement. The weight matrix at each least 

square epoch, P, is the inverse of the TEME variance covariance matrix. 
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4.3.3.5 Outlier Detection 

Because the simplified orbital model does not perfectly describe the trajectory of the 

satellite as previously explained in section 4.3.1 and shown in Figure 4.5, it is not 

possible to implement blunder detection. Blunder detection assumes a normal distribution 

of the errors (Petovello 2009), while in this case much of the valid data can actually lie 

quite far from the best fit trajectory due to systematic differences between SGP4 and the 

satellite’s true position. However, some method was desired in order to eliminate the 

GPS measurement epochs with large spikes in error.  

 

A cut off mean radial spherical error (MRSE) of 20 metres was used. The 20 m threshold 

was determined empirically, based on a comparison of the true 3D error obtained by 

differencing the receiver’s internal navigation solution (xOEM4, yOEM4, zOEM4) and precise 

orbit determination results (xPOD, yPOD, zPOD), to the MRSE calculated using the estimated 

standard deviations from the BESTXYZ log (σxOEM4, σyOEM4, σzOEM4 ).  

 

 2
4

2
4

2
4 )()()( PODOEMPODOEMPODOEM zzyyxxTrueError −+−+−=  eq. 4.23 

 2
4

2
4

2
4 zOEMyOEMxOEMMRSE σσσ ++=  eq. 4.24 

 

Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 below depict the MRSE (in cyan), the true 3D error (in red), 

and the 20 metre cut off applied instead of blunder detection (in black) for the same 

sample data sets as above. The majority of epochs of GPS data have an estimated RMS 

falling below the 20 metre threshold, while many of the worst GPS outliers occur in 

epoch with an estimated RMS above 20 metres. These plots are representative of all the 

data sets investigated. 
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Figure 4.11: Positioning errors (red) are eliminated if the estimated errors (cyan) 
are above the 20 m threshold. August 6, 2010 data collection, logged every 2 seconds 

 

Epochs of GPS data where the true error spikes but there is still a conservative standard 

deviation estimate, for example at 20 minutes in Figure 4.12 below, are unfortunately still 

included as input to the least squares solution. Lowering the cut off threshold would 

eliminate more of these outliers, but in cases such as a rear pointing GPS antenna, where 

the PDOP is almost certainly going to be high, having a conservative threshold would run 

the risk of not including enough data to estimate the TLE. 
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Figure 4.12: Positioning errors (red) are eliminated if the estimated errors (cyan) 
are above the 20 m threshold. November 25, 2010 data collection, logged every 30 
seconds 

 

4.3.3.6 Design Matrix 

The design matrix is populated by the partial derivatives of the observations with respect 

to the unknowns. Partial derivatives are formed analytically through finite differencing. 

The current point of expansion is run through the SGP4 algorithm, and one by one each 

of the input Keplerian elements is modified by a small percentage to calculate the 

corresponding change in output SGP4 coordinates. The change in output coordinates is 

divided by the change in input parameters to form approximate derivatives.  

 

The percentage change used in the finite differencing calculation is 0.0075%. This value 

was obtained by testing different percentages and observing what occurred in the 

estimation process. If too small of a percent change was applied a relatively large number 
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of iterations would be required before the least squares converged to a solution, while if 

too large a percent change was applied the estimated parameters would often oscillate 

between two sets of values but never converge. The optimum value of 0.0075% is on the 

same order of magnitude as the value of 0.001 % used in TLE estimation by Vallado and 

Crawford (2008). The use of finite differencing avoids calculating closed form 

derivatives from the highly nonlinear SGP4 algorithm, but presents a potential source of 

instability in the least squares estimation.   

 

4.3.3.7 Misclosure Vector  

The misclosure vector is calculated by propagating the current best estimate of the TLE 

through SGP4 to each epoch of available GPS measurements, and differencing the 

calculated SGP4 positions from the GPS measured positions. 

 

4.3.3.8 SGP4 Version 

As previously mentioned, there exist a large number of different versions of the SGP4 

algorithm. One point which is often repeated is the necessity of using the same orbital 

propagator to estimate elements as is used to propagate the satellite’s position forward. 

For this work, a Matlab version of SGP4 was programmed directly from the original 

Spacetrack Report 3 publication (Hoots & Roehrich 1980). Output of this newly 

programmed version of SGP4 was then compared to the Matlab implementation from the 

Revisiting Spacetrack source code, which is both rigorously documented and the version 

most likely to coincide with the official program used in generating the official two line 

element sets (Vallado et al 2006). Using TLE for CanX-2 as input, the two versions 

agreed to 10-8 over six weeks of propagation. 

 

In spite of this agreement, the least squares algorithm has been given a switch which 

allows either of the Matlab versions of SGP4 to be used in TLE generation. The newly 

programmed version is tailored to CanX-2’s orbit and takes full advantage of shortcuts in 

the Matlab programming language, and therefore runs faster. Vallado’s version takes into 
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account a far greater range of satellite orbits, includes the deep space SDP4 algorithm, 

and has been tested for a large range of problems that may come up in special cases 

(Vallado et al 2006). While the faster version tailored to CanX-2’s orbit has been used to 

generate the results presented here, the more rigorous version should certainly be used for 

other cases.  

 

4.3.3.9 Convergence Criteria 

In order to establish when the least squares had converged, the a posteriori variance 

factor is calculated at each iteration, using the equation 
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eq. 4.25 

 

Where P is the weight matrix for the observations, v is the vector of residuals, nobs is the 

number of observations, and nunknowns is the number of unknowns. When the a posteriori 

variance factor is changing by less than 0.0001 m2, corresponding to a change of less than 

1 cm in the residuals, the least squares is considered to have converged.  

 

4.3.3.10 Point of Expansion 

Because the observation equation for the least squares estimation is so non-linear, and 

because most GPS measurements will not fall directly on the SGP4 trajectory, finding an 

appropriate point of expansion is both difficult and critical to the success of the 

estimation.  

 

The point of expansion was originally found by taking in a single epoch of GPS data, and 

either using it as the point of expansion directly for the Cartesian parameterization or 

converting the position and velocity to osculating Keplerian elements using the relations 

given in Montenbruck & Gill (2000). The initial estimate of the drag value is always set 
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to 2.7E-5, which is the mean drag value for CanX-2 from two years of published TLE 

sets.  

 

It was quickly discovered that using a single continuous GPS data set as input, the final 

estimate of the drag value would be too large by several orders of magnitude, but by 

using multiple GPS data sets collected a few days apart the least squares algorithm would 

diverge in most cases. Another difficulty was comparison of the final TLE elements to 

published values, as the elements drift over time and only a comparison at exactly the 

same time of ephemeris (TOE) is valid.  

 

In order to solve the difficulty with the point of expansion and drag estimation, the least 

squares estimation is now carried out over several steps. First, the desired time of 

ephemeris is input to the program, and the nearest epoch of GPS data (which may be days 

away from the TOE) is found. The time stamp on this GPS seed point is used as the 

preliminary time of ephemeris, and the GPS position and velocity are used as the point of 

expansion. Least squares is carried out using only the data set containing the GPS seed 

point, and the drag parameter is constrained to the mean value.  

 

Once the initial estimate of the TLE is obtained, it is modified to have the desired time of 

ephemeris. The mean anomaly, which describes the position of the satellite along its 

orbit, is updated by taking the time difference between the desired TOE and the initial 

TOE, and calculating the angular change based on the estimated number of revolutions 

per day. This modified TLE is then used as the point of expansion for a second orbit 

determination process, using all available GPS data sets as input and no drag constraint. 

Because the point of expansion is much more accurate, the second estimation is stable 

even with input data spanning a week. Figure 4.13 is a flowchart of the final least squares 

algorithm. 
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Figure 4.13: Flow chart of the least squares estimation  

 

Input navigation data 

Use the GPS epoch closest to the desired TOE 
as the initial TOE 

Perform initial least squares with a single GPS 
data collection 

Propagate the initial TLE to desired TOE by 
updating the mean anomaly 

Use the single closest GPS epoch as a point of 
expansion 

Constrain drag 

Get an initial TLE 

Use  the modified TLE as point of expansion for 
full least squares 

Perform least squares with all GPS data and no 
drag constraint 

Get Final TLE 
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4.4 Preliminary Results 

The least squares algorithm produces two line elements which, at the same time of 

ephemeris, agree closely with both NORAD TLE and with TLE formed using DLR’s 

least squares estimator with CanX-2 GPS data as input. There are slight differences in the 

estimated orbital parameters, due to either differences in the algorithm (the DLR 

algorithm appears not to make use of GPS covariance information to weight the GPS 

measurements) or to differences in the input data (NORAD uses their own tracking 

network and the DLR algorithm was run with post-processed GPS positions as input 

rather than BESTXYZ results). Below are two sample TLE created using the least 

squares estimator, compared to a NORAD TLE and to a DLR TLE. Elements in bold 

were estimated through the least squares adjustment, while the remaining fields were 

padded with appropriate information to maintain the proper ascii format for the two lines. 

 

Least Squares Estimator: 

1 32790U 08021H   10211.66515121  .00000000  00000-0 +78583-4 0    44 
2 32790  97.8918 275.8814 0016690 140.6101 219.6295  14.8165510     0 
 

NORAD: 

1 32790U 08021H   10211.66515121 -.00000063  00000-0 -12642-5 0  7331 
2 32790  97.8918 275.8894 0015989 140.3639 219.8760 14.81654755121908 
 

 

Least Squares Estimator: 

1 32790U 08021H   10211.74982639  .00000000  00000-0 +78583-4 0    44 
2 32790  97.8918 275.9648 0016690 140.3351 311.2829  14.8165520     0 
 

DLR Estimator: 

1 32790U 08021H   10211.74982639 0.00000673  00000-0 +85400-4 0    05 
2 32790 097.8924 275.9813 0016721 140.2493 311.3674 14.81654916    07 
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There is greater agreement with the DLR element set than with the NORAD element set, 

due no doubt to the greater similarity in the estimation process and the use of the same 

GPS data arcs as input, in spite of the different pre-processing steps.  

 

Figure 4.14 below is a sample plot of the residuals obtained from a best fit TLE through 

five days of GPS data collections. The distribution of the residuals is highly systematic 

due to the un-modelled forces, but the overall disagreement between the GPS and SGP4 

trajectories is quite good, well within the 2 km suggested by Montenbruck (2000). The 

bias in individual data collections (continuous short arcs in the figure) relative to the best 

fit trajectory can be clearly seen, for example in the along-track component of the data set 

at -1000 minutes past epoch. These biases are an indication that individually, short GPS 

data arcs are unlikely to produce TLE sets with good long term propagation accuracy. 
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Figure 4.14: Residuals in the fit of five days of GPS data to an SGP4 trajectory 
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The following chapter provides an in depth analysis of the ability of the estimated TLE 

sets to accurately represent the trajectory of CanX-2 into the future, based on 

comparisons with subsequent GPS data arcs. It addresses the suitability of this method for 

autonomously warm starting the receiver. 
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Chapter Five: Results 

The previous chapter developed a method for autonomously determining input 

parameters for the SGP4 orbital propagator using only information readily available from 

a NovAtel OEM4 GPS receiver operating on board a low earth orbiting satellite. The goal 

of this chapter is to determine whether the estimated parameters are able to predict the 

position of the satellite with sufficient accuracy to be helpful in warm starting the GPS 

receiver after an outage. In order for the propagated position to be of use, it must be 

sufficiently accurate to predict which GPS satellites will be visible to the low earth 

orbiting receiver on start up, and to predict the Doppler shift of each visible GPS satellite 

with sufficient accuracy for rapid acquisition.  

 

This chapter compares the accuracy of the propagated trajectory to precise orbit 

determination results for CanX-2, compares the quality of estimated elements to the 

quality of NORAD elements with and without holding the drag parameter fixed, 

establishes the optimal operation scheme for maintaining a good TLE estimate, and 

discusses the required position accuracy for successful Doppler channel assignment. 

 

5.1 Experimental Setup 

Data collected during November and December 2010 was used as input to the TLE 

estimator in order to test it. The data was collected at a 30 second sampling rate for 85 

minutes, and both raw RANGECMPB data and BESTXYZB navigation data were 

collected. The data sets provide the opportunity for precise orbit processing for use as 

truth trajectories, and also provide receiver navigation solutions for use as input to the 

TLE estimator. Data collection followed a pattern of two data sets daily, one immediately 

following the morning pass block and one immediately following the evening pass block. 

Generally no data was collected over the weekends, and occasional poor contacts with the 

ground station or crashes of the satellite’s operating system caused missed data 

collections as well. The exception was November 19th, 2010 (day of year 323) during 
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which four long arcs were collected, providing a few data sets with shorter temporal 

separations. Table 5.1 below is a listing of all the November long arc data sets collected. 

 

Table 5.1:  November-December 2010 data collection campaign 

Year Day Date Day of week Start UTC End UTC Antenna FOV 

2010 313.2 09-Nov-10 Tuesday 4:23:57 5:16:37 zenith 
2010 313.8 09-Nov-10 Tuesday 18:59:07 19:51:47 zenith 
2010 317.2 13-Nov-10 Saturday 5:38:45 7:03:45 zenith 
2010 317.8 13-Nov-10 Saturday 18:36:45 20:01:45 zenith 
2010 319.8 15-Nov-10 Monday 19:14:11 20:39:11 zenith 
2010 320.2 16-Nov-10 Tuesday 4:57:39 6:22:39 zenith 
2010 320.8 16-Nov-10 Tuesday 19:32:53 20:57:53 zenith 
2010 321.2 17-Nov-10 Wednesday 3:39:09 5:04:09 zenith 
2010 321.8 17-Nov-10 Wednesday 18:14:23 19:39:23 zenith 
2010 322.2 18-Nov-10 Thursday 3:57:51 5:22:51 zenith 
2010 322.8 18-Nov-10 Thursday 18:33:05 19:58:05 zenith 
2010 323.2 19-Nov-10 Friday 4:16:35 5:41:35 zenith 
2010 323.4 19-Nov-10 Friday 10:45:35 12:10:35 zenith 
2010 323.8 19-Nov-10 Friday 18:51:49 20:16:49 zenith 
2010 323.9 19-Nov-10 Friday 20:29:03 21:54:03 zenith 
2010 329.2 25-Nov-10 Thursday 4:31:29 5:56:29 zenith 
2010 329.8 25-Nov-10 Thursday 19:07:01 20:32:01 zenith 
2010 330.2 26-Nov-10 Friday 4:50:29 6:15:29 zenith 
2010 330.8 26-Nov-10 Friday 19:25:41 20:50:41 zenith 
2010 331.2 27-Nov-10 Saturday 5:09:09 6:34:09 zenith 
2010 334.2 30-Nov-10 Tuesday 4:28:01 5:53:01 zenith 
2010 335.2 01-Dec-10 Wednesday 4:46:41 6:11:41 zenith 
2010 335.8 01-Dec-10 Wednesday 19:21:53 20:46:53 zenith 
2010 336.2 02-Dec-10 Thursday 5:05:35 6:30:35 zenith 
2010 337.2 03-Dec-10 Friday 5:24:15 6:49:15 zenith 
2010 337.8 03-Dec-10 Friday 19:59:27 21:24:27 zenith 
 

In order to assess the long term propagation of the estimated TLE sets, data from 

November 13th to 19th was used to form TLE, leaving data from November 9th and from 

November 25th to December 3rd for validation. 
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Subsets of the data from the 13th to the 19th were input to the estimator, representing 

spreads of input data from three hours in duration to a full week in duration, in order to 

determine how much time separation between data sets would be required in order to get 

a good estimate of the drag parameter. The combinations used are summarized in Table 

5.2 below, and consist of either the first and last data set for a given time span, or all the 

data sets collected within a particular time span. 

 

Table 5.2: Data combinations used for TLE estimation 

Time Span Data Sets 

3 hours 323.8, 323.9 
6 hours 323.2, 323.4 
12 hours 323.2, 323.8 
12 hours 323.2, 323.4, 323.8 
18 hours 323.2, 323.9 
18 hours 323.2, 323.4, 323.8, 323.9 
24 hours 322.8, 323.8 
24 hours 322.8, 323.2, 323.4, 323.8 
48 hours 321.8, 323.8 
48 hours 321.8, 322.2, 322.8, 323.2, 323.4, 323.8 
72 hours 320.8, 323.8 
72 hours 320.8, 321.2, 321.8, 322.2, 322.8, 323.2, 323.4, 323.8 
96 hours 319.8, 323.8 
96 hours 319.8, 320.2, 320.8, 321.2, 321.8, 322.2, 322.8, 323.2, 323.4, 323.8 
1 week 317.2, 323.9 

1 week 
317.2, 317.8, 319.8, 320.2, 320.8, 321.2, 321.8, 322.2, 322.8, 323.2, 323.4, 
323.8, 323.9 

 

5.2 Initial Results 

Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.4 below are samples of the results obtained using the various 

combinations of input data, and propagating the estimated TLE through SGP4 to compare 

them to the precise orbit trajectories. An analysis of the precise orbits is in Appendix C, 

but they are assumed to be accurate at the one meter level where there are GPS 

measurements. Figures have only been included for TLE created using all available GPS 
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data in the specified time span, the results for using only the start and end GPS data sets 

are generally worse.  
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Figure 5.1: Long term propagation accuracy of a TLE estimated from all GPS data 
collected over a 3 hour span, relative to the precise orbit trajectories 
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Figure 5.2: Long term propagation accuracy of a TLE estimated from all GPS data 
collected over a 12 hour span, relative to the precise orbit trajectories 
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Figure 5.3: Long term propagation accuracy of a TLE estimated from all GPS data 
collected over a 48 hour span, relative to the precise orbit trajectories 
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Figure 5.4: Long term propagation accuracy of a TLE estimated from all GPS data 
collected over a week span, relative to the precise orbit trajectories 

 

It can be seen from the plots that shorter data collections lead to elements which very 

quickly develop a large along track error, and the general trend that more data is better is 

clearly visible. Only the week long data collection, consisting of generally two 85 minute 

data collections daily, provides reasonably good along track accuracy, on the order of 40 

km after two weeks.  

 

5.3 NORAD Assessment 

In order to get an idea of whether the initial GPS results had similar propagation 

accuracies to the NORAD TLE, the NORAD TLE set with the same time of ephemeris as 

the GPS results was similarly compared to the precise orbit trajectories. The result is 

shown in Figure 5.5 below. It can be seen that the NORAD result, with an along track 

error of 20 km after two weeks of propagation, is significantly better than the GPS results 

of 40 km or worse after two weeks.  
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Figure 5.5: Long term propagation accuracy of the November 20th, 2010 (day 324) 
NORAD TLE, relative to the precise orbit trajectories 

 

In order to assess whether all the NORAD data sets were similarly accurate over long 

time spans, all TLE published by NORAD between November 9th and December 3rd were 

similarly compared to the precise orbit solutions for CanX-2. The combined plot of the 

long term accuracies is displayed in Figure 5.6.  
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Figure 5.6: Long term propagation accuracy of all NORAD TLE sets published 
from November 9th to December 3rd 2010 (days 313 to 337), relative to the precise 
orbits 

 

Based on the figure, after one week all the NORAD trajectories are within 20 km in along 

track, and after two weeks all the NORAD trajectories are within 50 km, similar to the 

GPS one week result. In nearly all cases the NORAD radial and cross track errors fall 

within a 2 km envelope of the precise trajectory. Some of the NORAD trajectories were 

found to have excellent long term accuracy, as depicted in the example in Figure 5.7 

below. 
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Figure 5.7: Long term propagation accuracy of the third November 17th, 2010 (day 
321) NORAD TLE, relative to the precise orbit trajectories 

 

The trend in the NORAD TLE is that the long term accuracy is highly dependent on the 

drag value. Analysis of the drag values for the best published TLE sets showed that a 

value near 5x10-5 earth radii-1 consistently gave very good results, while significantly 

higher or lower drag estimates were not as accurate after a few weeks.  

 

5.4 Fixed Drag Results 

Although a week of GPS data collection was shown to get similar accuracy to NORAD, 

in over two years of nanosatellite operation the required density of data was only 

collected over a single week. Also, an operating scheme in which a TLE could be 

estimated after a single data set would be operationally much simpler to manage. The 

ability to estimate similarly accurate TLE with less input data is therefore highly 

desirable. In order to achieve this, TLE were estimated with drag constrained to the ideal 
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NORAD value of 5x10-5 earth radii-1. Figure 5.8 to Figure 5.12 below are samples of the 

resulting accuracy achievable with fixed drag. 
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Figure 5.8: Long term propagation accuracy of a TLE estimated from GPS data 
collected over a 3 hour span and fixed drag, relative to the precise orbits 
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Figure 5.9: Long term propagation accuracy of a TLE estimated from GPS data 
collected over a 12 hour span and fixed drag, relative to the precise orbits 
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Figure 5.10: Long term propagation accuracy of a TLE estimated from GPS data 
collected over a 24 hour span and fixed drag, relative to the precise orbits 
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Figure 5.11: Long term propagation accuracy of a TLE estimated from GPS data 
collected over a 48 hour span and fixed drag, relative to the precise orbits 
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Figure 5.12: Long term propagation accuracy of a TLE estimated from GPS data 
collected over a week span and fixed drag, relative to the precise orbits 
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The figures again depict that there is a strong correlation between more input data and 

more accurate propagation results, but the difference is far less dramatic because overall 

the results are far more accurate. With three hours of input GPS data the in track error is 

less than 100 km two weeks later, which represents an error of only one degree. With 12 

hours of input data the along-track error after two weeks is less than 50 km, on par with 

NORAD TLE.  

 

5.5 Optimum Operating Scheme 

The results from section 5.4 suggest that with more data optimal results are achieved, but 

that when drag is fixed the results are very good with 24 hours, reasonable with 12 hours 

of data, and may still be acceptable with only a single data set. In order to assess whether 

the behaviour was specific to a few good GPS collections or is universally applicable, all 

possible combination of the data from the week of November 13th to 19th spanning 12 and 

24 hours were used to create TLE and the results were assessed. An assessment was also 

done using each individual 85 minute collection to form a TLE. Figure 5.13 to Figure 

5.15 below show the results.  
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Figure 5.13: Long term propagation accuracy of all TLE estimated from 24 hour 
spans of GPS data and fixed drag, relative to the precise orbits 
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Figure 5.14: Long term propagation accuracy of all TLE estimated from 12 hour 
spans of GPS data and fixed drag, relative to the precise orbits 
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Figure 5.15: Long term propagation accuracy of all TLE estimated from single GPS 
data sets and fixed drag, relative to the precise orbits 
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It can be seen from Figure 5.13 that for 24 hours of input data and fixed drag the results 

were consistently below 20 km of in track error even after two weeks, which outperforms 

the in track error of 20 km after one week achieved by the NORAD TLE.  

 

Figure 5.14 shows that using input data spanning 12 hours and fixed drag similar results 

to NORAD were achieved, with nearly all combinations having in-track errors below 20 

km after one week, and below 50 km after two weeks.  

 

Finally, Figure 5.15 shows that the individual data sets were worse than the NORAD 

results, with in-track errors within 50 km for one week and within 100 km within two 

weeks. Even this error level of error is quite small, when considering that a significant 

bias can exist in an 85 minute data arc when compared to the general trend in the data 

over several orbits or days. 

 

5.6 Suitability of Onboard TLE Estimation for Rapid Acquisition 

It has been shown that under the right conditions estimated TLE from GPS data can 

match or even improve on the performance of NORAD’s published TLE. Based on two 

years of successful data collection onboard CanX-2 using NORAD TLE to aid 

acquisition, that result alone is enough to prove that, in terms of accuracy, onboard TLE 

estimation is a viable way to improve the warm start capability of the receiver.  

 

However, in an attempt to actually determine the trade off between error in CanX-2’s 

position and the receiver’s ability to acquire, experiments were carried out in orbit, where 

the time of ephemeris of the TLE used for script generation was intentionally adjusted by 

values of -35 seconds, -17.5 seconds, +17.5 seconds, +20 seconds, and +35 seconds, 

corresponding to along track errors for CanX-2 of +/-1 degree, 1.125 degrees, and +/-2 

degrees. The motivation for one degree as the starting point was that according to 

Montenbruck (2010), one degree corresponds to approximately a 500 Hz error in 

Doppler, which is the “interval in which a 1ms C/A code correlation can successfully be 
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performed,” and is therefore the point at which the receiver would be expected to first run 

into acquisition problems. The motivation for only simulating an along track error is that 

the along track error is dominant in SGP4 propagation, and rapidly outweighs cross track 

and radial errors by orders of magnitude.   

 

Figure 5.16 below displays the standard Doppler shifts seen in various parts of the 

satellite’s field of view. Signals from GPS satellites at zenith experience the smallest 

Doppler shift (Doppler goes to zero when the satellite trajectories are briefly parallel), but 

the highest rate of change in the Doppler shift (As the LEO passes beneath the GPS 

satellite the Doppler changes from positive to negative).  
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Figure 5.16: Predicted Doppler shifts on the visible GPS constellation November 25, 
2010 from 19:07 to 20:32 UTC 

 

Figure 5.17 to Figure 5.21 display the errors in Doppler induced by each of the changes 

to the times of ephemeris. The values were calculated by differencing the predicted 

Dopplers obtained using the unaltered and altered NORAD element sets. 
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Figure 5.17: Error in Doppler induced by a -35 second adjustment to the time of 
ephemeris 
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Figure 5.18: Error in Doppler induced by a -17.5 second adjustment to the time of 
ephemeris 
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Figure 5.19: Error in Doppler induced by a 17.5 second adjustment to the time of 
ephemeris 
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Figure 5.20: Error in Doppler induced by a 20 second adjustment to the time of 
ephemeris 
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Figure 5.21: Error in Doppler induced by a 35 second adjustment to the time of 
ephemeris 

 

The trend in the plots shows that the GPS satellites at zenith experience the greatest error 

in Doppler, in part because the values are already changing rapidly. The maximum error 

at zenith induced by a +/-17.5 second along track error is approximately +/-1100 Hz, by a 

20 second advance is 1300 Hz and by a +/-35 second along track error is +/-2200 Hz.  

 

The pattern of Doppler error caused by an along track error in the LEO satellite’s position 

is quite encouraging. GPS satellites at the horizon, which experience the maximum 

Doppler shift and therefore are most dependent on the channel assignment, are barely 

impacted by an along track error caused by a poor TLE estimate. Satellites overhead with 

Dopplers near zero are most likely to be acquired even without channels assigned to 

them, and so as long as a receiver in orbit has some channels left for default search at low 

Doppler shifts they too could be acquired even with a poor TLE estimate. As long as the 

along track error is not so large as to impact the constellation visible to the LEO satellite, 

Doppler channel assignment should to be quite robust.  
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 Table 5.3 below shows the time to first fix obtained using scripts generated with the 

various along track errors, as well as using a standard unaltered NORAD TLE. It can be 

seen from the table that there is a high degree of variability in time to first fix, but overall 

it appears that, as predicted, the warm start process is in fact very insensitive to along 

track error in the input TLE.  

 

 Table 5.3: Variability in Time to First Fix at various level of in-track orbit error 

  Time from receiver on to 

statistic 

simulated 
position 
error first L1  first four L1  four L1 + L2 position soln. clock soln. 

Mean -35s 45 60 89 155 192 
  -17.5s 41 87 105 179 216 
  none 39 106 121 191 234 
  17.5s 30 81 95 163 208 
  20s 28 78 93 151 191 
  35s 42 91 106 173 218 
  all 38 97 113 181 224 
Std -35s 1 18 14 32 12 
  -17.5s 8 36 32 45 45 
  none 13 69 68 86 64 
  17.5s 5 53 53 55 68 
  20s 3 10 11 9 28 
  35s 18 32 32 31 50 
  all 12 54 53 65 58 
Min -35s 44 49 70 117 177 
  -17.5s 36 44 64 136 173 
  none 30 39 56 104 164 
  17.5s 26 38 50 122 144 
  20s 24 71 86 142 160 
  35s 23 65 83 148 156 
  all 23 38 50 104 144 
Max -35s 46 86 100 193 207 
  -17.5s 38 46 64 173 173 
  none 74 281 293 408 408 
  17.5s 37 159 171 244 304 
  20s 30 89 106 160 212 
  35s 57 137 153 218 278 
  all 74 281 293 408 408 

 

One interesting outcome from the experiment, based on the mean TTFF values in the 

above table, is that it appears advancing the time of ephemeris actually provides an 
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improvement to TTFF. An along track delay of 20 seconds appears to be the optimal 

value, with a mean TTFF of 151 seconds. With only three or four trials run at each orbital 

error there is, however, insufficient data to draw firm conclusions, as the 35 second 

advance had the second best result.  

 

The potential improvement in TTFF at 20 seconds can be explained by the geometry of 

the situation, as shown in Figure 5.22. Adding time had the result that the true position of 

CanX-2 was behind the predicted position. The end result was that 20 seconds later 

CanX-2 had reached almost exactly the signal environment that was predicted, and was 

therefore easily able to acquire a position fix.  

 

 
Figure 5.22: Effect of advancing the time of ephemeris on channel assignment  

 

The experimental results confirm that warm starting the receiver is still easily possible 

with along track errors of two degrees or 200 km in either direction. This allowable error 

is at least twice as big as the achieved error in the propagated position after two weeks, 

even when the TLE was estimated from a single 85 minute arc of GPS data and a fixed 

drag value. The results also suggest that if the actual position of the LEO satellite lags the 

estimated position the receiver is even less sensitive to orbital errors, because the satellite 

will eventually reach the predicted signal environment. It has therefore been confirmed 

that using GPS data to estimate a TLE is a viable solution for warm starting a receiver in 

low earth orbit.  
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Chapter Six: Conclusions and Future Work 

The launch of CanX-2 on April 28, 2008 marked the first time the commercial off the 

shelf OEM4-G2L GPS receiver, or any NovAtel GPS receiver, flew in space. The flight 

heritage obtained onboard CanX-2 and the previously demonstrated suitability of the 

receiver for orbital use have resulted in it and several other NovAtel receivers being 

incorporated into satellite missions, both nanosatellites such as CanX-4/5, and larger 

missions such as JC2Sat. After nearly three years in space the GPS receiver is still fully 

functional and collecting scientific data.  

 

6.1 Conclusions from Operation in Orbit 

The constraints associated with operating onboard a nanosatellite have dictated that an 

intermittent operation scheme for the GPS receiver is required. Probably the most 

significant challenge for the collection of GPS data in space is rapidly acquiring 

sufficient GPS signals for positioning. This challenge prompted the adoption of an 

operation scheme in which receiver channels were pre-assigned with PRNs and Doppler 

shifts at which to begin the search. Channel assignment scripts for CanX-2 are generated 

on the ground ahead of time, and must be transmitted to the satellite for each data 

collection. 

 

The GPS data collections run to date have occurred in five time windows. From 

November 2008 to February 2009 the trials met with no success in acquiring a position 

fix, but provided a wealth of information which was used for debugging. From April to 

June of 2009 the first positioning data was collected and the channel assignment scripts 

were refined in order to better suit the needs of the radio occultation experiment. In the 

period from December 2009 to July 2010 radio occultation data was successfully 

collected. In the period from July to April of 2010, the focus of GPS data collection 

shifted to longer arcs at lower logging rates, suitable for orbit determination work. Finally 

experimentation is returning to radio occultation trials. Figure 6.1 below illustrates the 

timeline of data collection.  
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Figure 6.1: Timeline of GPS data collection on board CanX-2  

 

The average time to first fix using channel assignment, calculated as the time span from 

when the receiver is powered on until it has calculated a position solution, was just under 

3.5 minutes calculated over both radio occultation trials and long arc data collection. This 

value marks a significant improvement over the 20 minutes required to cold start CanX-

2’s COTS receiver, and is comparable to the performance of specialized space receivers 

in cold start. The most important lesson to come out of the experience with the channel 

assignment scripts was that the four requirements for effective channel assignment are 

knowledge of the current time, knowledge of the antenna field of view, knowledge of 

how the receiver clock drifts in the space environment, and knowledge of the low earth 

orbit (LEO) and GPS satellites’ positions in order to predict Doppler shifts. 

 

6.2 Suitability of the Proposed Operating Scheme 

Based on the experience with the ground generated channel assignment scripts, a method 

was devised to propagate the position of the LEO satellite forward in time, in order for 

the receiver to ultimately be able to generate a channel assignment script “on the fly” and 

acquire quickly without ground contact. In order to provide this capability, the GPS data 

is fed into a least squares estimator, and the best fit two line element set (TLE) for the 

satellite’s orbit is estimated. The SGP4 orbital model can then be used together with the 
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TLE to propagate the LEO satellite’s position through a GPS outage, enabling the 

autonomous calculation of the GPS constellation visibility and expected Doppler shifts 

for a warm start. 

  

The results of estimating two line element sets using the GPS data is promising, but 

unexpected challenges were encountered. The difficulty in estimating TLE from the 

receiver’s internal navigation solution is the estimation of the drag parameter, which has 

a significant impact in the along-track error. It was found that the data collected over 85 

minute arcs every 12 hours only provided sufficient information for a good drag estimate 

after a week of data collection. This may in part be as a result of the data being collected 

over the same two parts of the earth’s surface for each of the two daily trials, giving a 

poor look at the overall satellite motion during an extended time period.  

 

Constraining the drag value proved to have excellent results. It was shown that with drag 

constrained to an appropriate value and two 85 minutes periods of receiver operation 

separated by 12 hours, results on the same level of accuracy as NORAD’s published 

values were consistently achieved. The operationally simpler scenario of a using a single 

85 minute data arc with constrained drag to estimate the TLE was less accurate than 

NORAD’s results, but the consistently achieved 100 km or less of error after two weeks 

is more than accurate enough for a warm start based on empirical tests run on CanX-2.  

 

The ongoing difficulty of using constrained drag, both for the initial calculation of a point 

of expansion at the desired epoch and for the final solution, is finding an appropriate drag 

value to use as a constraint. In the absence of an outside source of drag information it 

would still be necessary to operate the receiver as frequently as possible for at least a 

week in order to get a good estimate. Over the lifetime of the satellite it is expected that 

the drag will change, as the satellite slowly drops closer to the earth. For this reason an 

occasional update to the constrained drag value would likely be required. Coordinating 

the necessary week long data collections to feed into the TLE estimates, particularly with 
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an intermittent and irregular receiver operation schedule such as CanX-2’s, would be 

complex at best. 

 

 The results underline the fundamental trade off associated with predicting the position of 

a satellite. Either a large amount of observations are required in order to estimate mean 

elements for use with a simplified orbital model, such as the case illustrated here, or 

alternately a much shorter span of observations may be used to get an osculating orbital 

position, which requires a high fidelity orbital dynamics model in order to propagate it 

forward. For an operating scheme as limited as CanX-2’s, neither option is ideal because 

neither long stretches of receiver power nor highly complex computations demand 

resources are readily available on board a nanosatellite.  

 

In conclusion, sufficient accuracy to warm start the receiver autonomously is achievable, 

but requires the operationally difficult step of estimating drag. 

 

6.3 Current Work 

This thesis has dealt almost exclusively with the acquisition behaviour of CanX-2’s GPS 

receiver, with little to no analysis of the other measures of GPS performance such as 

noise, ability to track continuously, and positioning accuracy. A broader analysis of the 

performance of the NovAtel OEM4-G2L in space is currently being prepared under the 

title “GPS Tracking on a Nanosatellite – The CanX-2 Flight Experience” (Kahr et al 

2011). It will be presented at the ESA GNC 2011 conference. 

 

6.4 Future Work 

CanX-2 is only one of a vast number of satellites, and SGP4 is only one of numerous 

possible orbital models. While the proposed operating scheme was shown to be viable for 

this combination of sun-synchronous low earth orbit and orbital model, far more work 

should be carried out in order to test the widespread reliability of the method. The early 

days of debugging CanX-2’s channel assignment highlighted the extent to which 
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unpredicted, satellite specific “features” can prevent a methodology that has been proven 

to work in simulations on the ground from being effective after launch. The difficulty of 

remote debugging and inaccessibility of faulty systems if a problem is discovered make 

using a system which has not been tested as extensively as possible onboard a satellite 

extremely risky, in particular when the cost and rarity of opportunities for operating in 

space are considered. 

 

Recommended future work is therefore a more widespread test of the algorithm, using 

input GPS data from other satellite missions if possible, preferably with different orbital 

configurations. Particular attention should be paid to missions with potential singularities 

in the Keplerian orbital elements, such as equatorial orbits with poorly defined ascending 

nodes and circular orbits with poorly defined arguments of perigee. These orbits are 

likely to run into numerical problems during the least squares estimation of orbital 

elements.  

 

Testing the algorithm with continuous GPS data would also be extremely beneficial, 

providing the ability to simulate various periods of receiver operation and providing 

continuous arcs for long term assessment of the propagator results, rather than the brief 

windows in time provided by CanX-2 data. The chapter five assessment of how much 

input data is required for a good TLE estimate was restricted by the availability of the 

CanX-2 data sets, but many of the other missions carrying NovAtel receivers could 

potentially afford longer periods of continuous receiver operation, yielding better 

estimated orbital parameters. CanX-2 data collection is extremely sporadic, and therefore 

not representative of most satellite missions.  

 

Another important test which has not been carried out is an assessment of the error in the 

predicted GPS satellites’ orbits, which contributes just as significantly to the Doppler 

calculations as the LEO satellite’s position error. In this work it has been assumed that 

the receiver’s storage of GPS almanacs for future acquisition is fully available, and that 

the resulting predicted positions of the GPS satellites are error free or nearly so.  
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A final practical consideration is on board memory. While the motivation for choosing an 

analytical orbital model was to reduce the computational complexity, no work has been 

carried out to quantitatively assess the computational resources required for the least 

squares estimation, TLE propagation or Doppler shift computation. It has been assumed 

that it could easily be run either internally in the GPS receiver or on some future 

satellite’s onboard computer, based on the similar estimation and orbit propagation 

algorithms already existing as part of the GPS receiver’s functionality. 

 

Finally, this research has focused on real orbital experience and developing an algorithm 

for use in space. The ultimate goal is therefore to implement the algorithm and to fly it! 
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APPENDIX A: RECEIVER CONFIGURATION ON BOARD CANX-2 

Option Setting 

#ADJUST1PPSA OFF,ONCE,0 

#ANTENNAPOWERA ON 

#CLOCKADJUSTA ENABLE 

#CLOCKOFFSETA 0 

#COMA COM1,115200,N,8,1,N,OFF,ON 

#COMA COM2,9600,N,8,1,N,OFF,ON 

#COMA COM3,9600,N,8,1,N,OFF,ON 

#COMA USB1,9600,N,8,1,N,OFF,ON 

#COMA USB2,9600,N,8,1,N,OFF,ON 

#COMA USB3,9600,N,8,1,N,OFF,ON 

#COMCONTROLA COM1,RTS,DEFAULT 

#COMCONTROLA COM2,RTS,DEFAULT 

#COMCONTROLA COM3,RTS,DEFAULT 

#CSMOOTHA 2,5 

#DATUMA WGS84 

#DGPSEPHEMDELAYA 120 

#DGPSTIMEOUTA 300 

#DGPSTXIDA AUTO,"ANY" 

#DYNAMICSA AIR 

#ECUTOFFA -45 

#EXTERNALCLOCKA DISABLE,5MHZ,1.000000000e-21,1.000000000e-20,1.000000000e-20 

#FIXA NONE,-10000.00000000000,-10000.00000000000,-10000.0000 

#FREQUENCYOUTA DISABLE,0,0 

#INTERFACEMODEA COM1,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON 

#INTERFACEMODEA COM2,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON 

#INTERFACEMODEA COM3,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON 

#INTERFACEMODEA XCOM1,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON 

#INTERFACEMODEA XCOM2,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON 

#INTERFACEMODEA USB1,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON 

#INTERFACEMODEA USB2,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON 

#INTERFACEMODEA USB3,NOVATEL,NOVATEL,ON 

#LOGA COM1,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOLD 

#LOGA COM2,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOLD 

#LOGA COM3,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOLD 

#LOGA USB1,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOLD 

#LOGA USB2,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOLD 

#LOGA USB3,RXSTATUSEVENTA,ONNEW,0.000000,0.000000,HOLD 

#MAGVARA CORRECTION,0.000000000,0.000000000 

#MARKCONTROLA MARK1,ENABLE,NEGATIVE,0,0 

#MARKCONTROLA MARK2,ENABLE,NEGATIVE,0,0 

#PASSTOPASSMODEA DISABLE,OFF,OFF,DEFAULT,1.000000000 

#POSAVEA OFF,0.00,0.0,0.0 
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Option Setting 

#POSTIMEOUTA 600 

#PPSCONTROLA ENABLE,NEGATIVE,1.000000000,0 

#PSRDIFFSOURCEA AUTO,"ANY" 

#RTKCOMMANDA USE_DEFAULTS 

#RTKSOLUTIONA AUTO 

#RTKBASELINEA UNKNOWN,0.0000000000000000,0.0000000000000000,0.0000000000000000,0.000000000 

#RTKDYNAMICSA DYNAMIC 

#RTKELEVMASKA AUTO,0.000000000 

#RTKSVENTRIESA 12 

#RTKIFTHRESHA 7000 

#RTKFIXRATEA 1.25 

#RTKSOURCEA AUTO,"ANY" 

#SETNAVA 90.000000000,0.000000000,90.000000000,0.000000000,0.000000000,"from","to" 

#STATUSCONFIGA PRIORITY,STATUS,0 

#STATUSCONFIGA PRIORITY,AUX1,8 

#STATUSCONFIGA PRIORITY,AUX2,0 

#STATUSCONFIGA SET,STATUS,0 

#STATUSCONFIGA SET,AUX1,0 

#STATUSCONFIGA SET,AUX2,0 

#STATUSCONFIGA CLEAR,STATUS,0 

#STATUSCONFIGA CLEAR,AUX1,0 

#STATUSCONFIGA CLEAR,AUX2,0 

#USERDATUMA 6378137.000,298.25722356280,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.0000,0.000000000 

#UNDULATIONA TABLE,0.000000000 

#HEIGHTMODELA DISABLE,0.000000000,1.000000000 

#WAASCORRECTIONA DISABLE,0,NONE 

#SBASCONTROLA DISABLE,NONE,0,NONE 

#WAASECUTOFFA -5 

#LOGA COM1,BESTXYZB,ONTIME,30.000000,0.000000,NOHOLD 

#LOGA COM1,RANGECMPB,ONTIME,30.000000,0.000000,NOHOLD 

#LOGA COM1,RXCONFIGB,ONTIME,5.000000,0.000000,NOHOLD 

#LOGA COM1,VERSIONB,ONTIME,5.000000,0.000000,NOHOLD 

 

These receiver configurations were logged in December 2010 following the long arc data 

collection. The logging shown in the above table for the #LOGA option reflects settings 

used for specific experiments but is changed often via scripts based on the needs of 

particular data collection.  
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APPENDIX B: CANX-2 DATA COLLECTIONS 

      
Legend 

     
    Sufficient data for radio occultation work 
     
    Position fix but insufficient data for radio occultation work 
     
    Long arc data collection 
     
    Receiver crash (due to script syntax problems) 
     
    No position fix, receiver configuration, other data collection 
      

 

 

  Date Week Day 
GPS 
Week Logging Antenna FOV 

  21-Nov-08 Friday 1506 bestpos zenith 
  28-Nov-08 Friday 1507 rangecmpb forward 
  16-Dec-08 Tuesday 1510 ascii forward 
  18-Dec-08 Thursday 1510 rangecmpb forward 
  19-Dec-08 Friday 1510 rangecmpb no control 
*Changed the predictor output format, and corrected time for 10s pause and missing UTC 
offset 
  16-Jan-09 Friday 1514 rangecmpb, 50Hz forward 
  21-Jan-09 Wednesday 1515 rangecmpb, 50Hz forward 
*At this point we changed logging to 1Hz, took out the assigned dopplers, and increased 
acquisition time to 600s 
  11-Feb-09 Wednesday 1518 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
  12-Feb-09 Thursday 1518 rangecmpb, 1Hz no control 
*At this point we add antennapower on command from 494 Friday until the 495 Wednesday 
  13-Feb-09 Friday 1518 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
  14-Feb-09 Saturday 1518 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
  15-Feb-09 Sunday 1519 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
  16-Feb-09 Monday 1519 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
  16-Feb-09 Monday 1519 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
  17-Feb-09 Tuesday 1519 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
  17-Feb-09 Tuesday 1519 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
  18-Feb-09 Wednesday 1519 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
  18-Feb-09 Wednesday 1519 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
*Next (thurs-sat week 495) we add a doppler search window of 10000 instead of 1500 and 
put the dopplers back in 
  19-Feb-09 Thursday 1519 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
  19-Feb-09 Thursday 1519 rangecmpb, 1Hz forward 
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*Still not working, week 496 we try all channels on auto(sun and tues) or add doppler 
offsets of 5522 to all assigned dopplers (mon and wed) and use logging at 1s for 
acquisition and 0.02s for event 
nothing was run, we traded our week for April 
*April 6 was run with only a time and position assigned, no channel assignments, and 
pointing towards zenith for a "do nothing" case 
  6-Apr-09 Monday 1526 rangecmpb, 1Hz zenith 
*April 7 & 11 were run with doppler assignments based on a 5815Hz predicted shift in 
doppler, zenith pointing, elevation mask set to -90 
  7-Apr-09 Tuesday 1526 rangecmpb, 1Hz zenith 
  11-Apr-09 Saturday 1526 rangecmpb, 1Hz & 50Hz zenith 
  11-Apr-09 Saturday 1526 rangecmpb, 1Hz zenith 
*Satellite turned to rear pointing for the first time 
  15-Apr-09 Wednesday 1527 rangecmpb, 1Hz rear 
*Satellite Zenith pointing 
  16-Apr-09 Thursday 1527 rangecmpb, 1Hz & 50Hz zenith 
  16-Apr-09 Thursday 1527 rangecmpb, 1Hz & 50Hz zenith 
*Satellite anti-velocity pointing, scripts with -10 degree elevation mask 
  18-Apr-09 Saturday 1527 rangecmpb, 1Hz & 50Hz rear 
*May have been zenith not negative velocity 
  23-Apr-09 Thursday 1528 rangecmpb, 1Hz & 50Hz zenith 
*Anti-velocity, -10 elev mask, still 5815 doppler shift 
  24-Apr-09 Friday 1528 rangecmpb, 1Hz & 50Hz rear 
  24-Apr-09 Friday 1528 rangecmpb, 1Hz & 50Hz rear 
*Changed to 10s logging for startup and smaller atmosphere 
  28-Apr-09 Tuesday 1529 rangecmpb,0.1Hz & 50Hz rear 
*20Hz during occultation, with bending, back to large doppler window, set some channels 
to auto 
  1-May-09 Friday 1529 rangecmpb 0.1Hz rear 
  3-May-09 Sunday 1530 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 
  3-May-09 Sunday 1530 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 
  4-May-09 Monday 1530 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 
*Problem occured and 0 data was logged, all these files are copies of data logged in May 
4th trial 
  5-May-09 Tuesday 1530   rear 
*Requested all future experiments be run with antenna pointing 45 degrees between zenith 
and rear 
  5-May-09 Tuesday 1530   rear 45 degrees 
  6-May-09 Wednesday 1530   rear 45 degrees 
* Engineering test script is run and results are logged   
  6-May-09 Wednesday 1530 bestxyza 0.5Hz unknown 
*Toronto rebooted entire satellite and reloaded their software  
  7-May-09 Thursday 1530 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz no control 
  8-May-09 Friday 1530   rear 45 degrees 
*After a week of ground station outage problem seems to have fixed itself 
  21-May-09 Thursday 1532 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz no control 
  22-May-09 Friday 1532 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
*Sent new scripts with the startup time set to 5 minutes and the elevation mask set to 25 
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26-May-
09 Tuesday 1533   rear 45 degrees 

  27-May-09 Wednesday 1533 rxconfig ontime 1 no control 
  27-May-09 Wednesday 1533 bestxyza ontime2 zenith 

  
28-May-
09 Thursday 1533   rear 45 degrees 

  29-May-09 Friday 1533 rangecmpb ontime 10 no control 
  1-Jun-09 Monday 1534 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  1-Jun-09 Monday 1534 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  2-Jun-09 Tuesday 1534 rangecmpb 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  2-Jun-09 Tuesday 1534 rangecmpb 0.1Hz no control 
  2-Jun-09 Tuesday 1534 rangecmpb 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  3-Jun-09 Wednesday 1534 rangecmpb 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  3-Jun-09 Wednesday 1534 rangecmpb 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  4-Jun-09 Thursday 1534 rangecmpb 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
*Changed doppler offset to 5840 for week 511 based on most recent successful trial 
  8-Jun-09 Monday 1535 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  11-Jun-09 Thursday 1535 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  12-Jun-09 Thursday 1535 rangcmpb 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  12-Jun-09 Friday 1535 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
*Predictor modified to have correct off time with an elevation mask that does not touch the 
earth's surface 
  14-Jun-09 Sunday 1536 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  15-Jun-09 Monday 1536 rangcmpb 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
*Pauses are added between each pair of lines in the script in Toronto 
  16-Jun-09 Tuesday 1536 rangcmpb 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  16-Jun-09 Tuesday 1536 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
*Extra logs are added by Mike to find out which commands the receiver is seeing 
  23-Jun-09 Tuesday 1537 rangecmbb 0.1Hz rear 45 degrees 
  24-Jun-09 Wednesday 1537 rangecmbb 0.1Hz rear 45 degrees 
*Patch applied which should fix anomaly state bug, also incorrect number of lines appears 
to have been fixed 
  25-Jun-09 Thursday 1537 rangecmbb 0.1Hz rear 45 degrees 
  27-Jun-09 Saturday 1537 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
*Rxstatus and trackstat logged to binary instead... Can't decode trackstat 
  30-Jun-09 Tuesday 1538 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  3-Jul-09 Friday 1538 rangecmpb 0.1Hz & 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
  7-Jul-09 Tuesday 1539 rangcmpb 20Hz rear 45 degrees 
*Week number changed to 1023+week, pauses between all commands, doppler offset 
changed to 6500 
  7-Dec-09 Monday 1561 rxconfig unknown 
  8-Dec-09 Tuesday 1561   rear 45 degrees 
  9-Dec-09 Wednesday 1561 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  10-Dec-09 Thursday 1561 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  11-Dec-09 Friday 1561 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  11-Dec-09 Friday 1561 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
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  15-Dec-09 Tuesday 1562 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  15-Dec-09 Tuesday 1562 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  16-Dec-09 Wednesday 1562 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  17-Dec-09 Thursday 1562 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  17-Dec-09 Thursday 1562 rangecmpb 0.1 rear 45 degrees 
  17-Dec-09 Thursday 1562 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  18-Dec-09 Friday 1562 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
* Leave doppler offset at 6500 (probably should be 6400 but close enough) and change auto 
channels to idle channels to try and reduce redundant data 
  6-Jan-10 Wednesday 1565 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  7-Jan-10 Thursday 1565 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz no control 
  8-Jan-10 Friday 1565 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz no control 
  9-Jan-10 Saturday 1565 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz no control 
* Generated scripts using 'auto' not 'idle' for Sunday-Tuesday due to undiagnosed lack of 
attitude control, changed to 'idle' for Wednesday's scripts 
  11-Jan-10 Monday 1566 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  12-Jan-10 Tuesday 1566 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  13-Jan-10 Wednesday 1566 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  14-Jan-10 Thursday 1566 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  18-Jan-10 Monday 1567 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
*Some cold start data from U of T 
  20-Jan-10 Wednesday 1567 bestxyza ontime 2 zenith? 
  20-Jan-10 Wednesday 1567 bestxyza ontime 2 zenith? 
*Back to occultation experiments 
  26-Mar-10 Friday 1576 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
  26-Mar-10 Friday 1576 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 45 degrees 
* Beginning March 29th 2010 week, all occultation scripts generated to run with the antenna 
pointing 60 degrees off zenith instead of 45 degrees 
  29-Mar-10 Monday 1577 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  30-Mar-10 Tuesday 1577 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
*Doppler offset increased to 6550 Hz in April 5 week 554 scripts. Week 554 scripts are set 
up to do outage experiments rather than RO trials 

  8-Apr-10 Thursday 1578 
rangecmpb 0.5 Hz and 
satvisb 0.1 Hz rear 60 degrees 

  10-Apr-10 Saturday 1578 
rangecmpb 0.5 Hz and 
satvisb 0.1 Hz rear 60 degrees 

*Back to occultation experiments 
  12-Apr-10 Monday 1579 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  15-Apr-10 Thursday 1579 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  20-Apr-10 Tuesday 1580 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  22-Apr-10 Thursday 1580 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  4-May-10 Tuesday 1582 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  4-May-10 Tuesday 1582 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  5-May-10 Wednesday 1582 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  6-May-10 Thursday 1582 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  7-May-10 Friday 1582 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  7-May-10 Friday 1582 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  10-May-10 Monday 1583 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
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  11-May-10 Tuesday 1583 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  12-May-10 Wednesday 1583 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  13-May-10 Thursday 1583 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  13-May-10 Thursday 1583 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  14-May-10 Friday 1583 rangecmpb 0.1 and 20 Hz rear 60 degrees 
*One more cold start data set from U of T 
      1584 trackstatb ontime 10 zenith? 
*Changed dop offset to 6600, logging rate to 1Hz then 10 Hz, acquisition time longer by 2 
minutes, anywhere globally, spare channels auto, logging bestxyz as well 

  20-Jul-10 Tuesday 1593 
rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz, 
bestxyzb 0.5 Hz rear 60 degrees 

  21-Jul-10 Wednesday 1593 
rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz, 
bestxyzb 0.5 Hz rear 60 degrees 

*Changed dop offset to 6800, 50 minute data sets to cover particular ascending node 
longitudes, may not start exactly in sunlight 

  30-Jul-10 Friday 1594 
rangecmpb 0.5 Hz bestxyz 
0.2 Hz zenith 

*Approximately 50 minute data sets to cover particular ascending node longitudes, uses 5 
minute sunlight buffer for startup at correct atitude 

  5-Aug-10 Thursday 1595 
rangecmpb 0.5 Hz bestxyz 
0.2 Hz zenith 

  6-Aug-10 Friday 1595 
rangecmpb 0.5 Hz bestxyz 
0.2 Hz zenith 

*Occultation scripts, anywhere globally, generated with an older predictor version? 
  9-Aug-10 Monday 1596 rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  10-Aug-10 Tuesday 1596 rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  11-Aug-10 Wednesday 1596 rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  13-Aug-10 Friday 1596   rear 60 degrees 
*Approximately 50 minute data sets to cover particular ascending node longitudes, uses 5 
minute sunlight buffer for startup at correct atitude 

  16-Aug-10 Monday 1597 
rangecmpb ontime 2 bestxyz 
ontime 5 zenith 

  18-Aug-10 Wednesday 1597 
rangecmpb ontime 2 bestxyz 
ontime 5 zenith 

  19-Aug-10 Thursday 1597 
rangecmpb ontime 2 bestxyz 
ontime 5 zenith 

  19-Aug-10 Thursday 1597 
rangecmpb ontime 2 bestxyz 
ontime 5 zenith 

  21-Aug-10 Saturday 1597 
rangecmpb ontime 2 bestxyz 
ontime 5 zenith 

*Attempted occultation scripts with various doppler offsets to test required accuracy, all 
run at 7300 and last two in same file 
  28-Sep-10 Tuesday 1603 rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  29-Sep-10 Wednesday 1603 rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz rear 60 degrees 
  29-Sep-10 Wednesday 1603 rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz rear 60 degrees 
*Attemp to collect the most GPS data possible in order to have a good data set for the visit 
to Munich's POD work 
week of Nov 1 nothing collected due to drop to bootloader status 
*Sent scripts to work around sunlight and not overlap with passes, as well as unassigning 
channels as the experiment progresses.  
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  9-Nov-10 Tuesday 1609 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  9-Nov-10 Tuesday 1609 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
*Tuesday dropped to bootloader, and I redesigned the experiment scripts to use less lines 
by configuring the receiver to log 30 second bestxyz and rangecmp by default, taking out 
the first 9600 baud rate commands, taking out approxpos and approxtime, taking out 
assinging individual channels to auto, and leaving only assign and unassign commands. 
*Thursday redesigned scripts to work around pass times and sunlight if the orbit has a 
pass, and to start 5 minutes into sunlight and end 85 minutes later if there is no pass 
  13-Nov-10 Saturday 1609 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  13-Nov-10 Saturday 1609 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  15-Nov-10 Monday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  16-Nov-10 Tuesday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  16-Nov-10 Tuesday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  17-Nov-10 Wednesday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  17-Nov-10 Wednesday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  18-Nov-10 Thursday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  18-Nov-10 Thursday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  19-Nov-10 Friday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  19-Nov-10 Friday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  19-Nov-10 Friday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  19-Nov-10 Friday 1610 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
  25-Nov-10 Thursday 1611 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30 s zenith 
*Thursday and Friday added an offset to the TLE fime of +17.5 seconds in order to simulate 
a 1 degree error in position for CanX-2 and test the acquisition properties 
  25-Nov-10 Thursday 1611 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  26-Nov-10 Friday 1611 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  26-Nov-10 Friday 1611 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  27-Nov-10 Saturday 1611 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
Week 588 added an offset to the TLE time of +20 seconds 
  30-Nov-10 Tuesday 1612 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  1-Dec-10 Wednesday 1612 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  1-Dec-10 Wednesday 1612 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
Increased the offset to +35 seconds 
  2-Dec-10 Thursday 1612 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  3-Dec-10 Friday 1612 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  3-Dec-10 Friday 1612 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  4-Dec-10 Saturday 1612 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
*Undid the default logging of bestxyz and rangecmp data 
  7-Dec-10 Tuesday 1613 rxconfig and version ontime 5 unknown 
*Redid the default logging of bestxyzb and rangecmpb as well as satxyzb and psrdopb 
nothing logged from the configuration script, log commands and saveconfig were added to the first 
data collection script itself 
*Subtracted an offset from the TLE time of 17.5 seconds to simulate an advance in position 

  29-Mar-11 Tuesday 1629 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 

*Subtracted an offset from the TLE time of 35 seconds to simulate an advance in position 

  30-Mar-11 Wednesday 1629 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 
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*Subtracted an offset from the TLE time of 17.5 seconds to simulate an advance in position 

  8-Apr-11 Friday 1630 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 

  8-Apr-11 Friday 1630 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 

  11-Apr-11 Monday 1631 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 

  11-Apr-11 Monday 1631 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 

  12-Apr-11 Tuesday 1631 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 

  12-Apr-11 Tuesday 1631 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 

  13-Apr-11 Wednesday 1631 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 

  14-Apr-11 Thursday 1631 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 

  15-Apr-11 Friday 1631 
rangecmpb, bestxyz, satxyz, 
psrdop 30s zenith 

*Long arcs run sandwiching an occultation. Long arcs were generated with a TLE from last 
week's data, occultation with a normal NORAD TLE 
  19-Apr-11 Tuesday 1632 bestxyz, rangecmpb 4s zenith 
  20-Apr-11 Wednesday 1632 bestxyz, rangecmpb 4s zenith 
  20-Apr-11 Wednesday 1632 rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz rear 
*Long arcs and occultation generated with normal NORAD TLE 
  26-Apr-11 Tuesday 1633 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  27-Apr-11 Wednesday 1633 rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz rear 
  29-Apr-11 Friday 1633 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
*Long arcs generated with a NORAD -35seconds TLE, occultation wth a normal TLE 
  3-May-11 Tuesday 1634 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  4-May-11 Wednesday 1634 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
  4-May-11 Wednesday 1634 rangecmpb 1 and 10 Hz rear 
  5-May-11 Thursday 1634 rangecmpb and bestxyz 30s zenith 
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APPENDIX C: PRECISE ORBIT DETERMINATION 

 

A visit to the German Space Centre (DLR) provided the opportunity of processing all the 

CanX-2 GPS data through their suite of precise orbit determination software. Precise 

orbits were formed from all the data collected between launch and the end of the 

November/December 2010 collection campaign, including data from the radio 

occultation experiments and the 85 minute data arcs collected with the GPS antenna 

pointing to zenith.  

 

The first steps were conversion of the raw GPS data (pseudorange, phase ranges and 

Dopplers were logged using NovAtel’s rangecmpb log) into rinex format for use with the 

DLR software. The data was combined into a single circular file then parsed into daily 

rinex files, which fixed irregularities such as single telemetry files containing data from 

multiple GPS experiments and also broke the data into reasonable length data arcs for 

processing. 

 

Next, the data was run through a program for single point processing using the 

pseudorange and Doppler data, and at the same time underwent blunder detection. The 

output was written to an sp3 file with irregularly spaced position and velocity data points 

corresponding to the GPS epochs.  

 

The sp3 file then served as input to initial orbit determination software. This step made 

use of the processed GPS positions along with a dynamics model to get the best fit 

trajectory through the data.  

 

The initial trajectory was finally used as input to the reduced dynamic orbit determination 

(RDOD) software along with the raw GPS data. The initial trajectory was used in order to 

carry out a more robust outlier detection of the raw GPS data. The dual frequency carrier 

phase data, along with a dynamics model, were then used to form the final precise 

trajectory. A second processing option was also possible, in which an L1 single 
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frequency combination was formed from the pseudoranges and phase data, which 

experience opposite effects due to the ionosphere. In the single frequency processing 

option the noisier L2 data was not used.  

 

Due to the lower signal to noise ratio, the CanX-2 data does not provide for long arcs of 

continuous carrier phase tracking, particularly on L2. The RDOD program carries out 

carrier phase ambiguity resolution for continuous arcs, therefore the abundance of cycle 

slips had an impact on the achievable accuracy of the orbital solution.  

 

Assessing the accuracy of any CanX-2 positioning solution is difficult, due to the lack of 

a second method of positioning other than the GPS receiver. The GPS data was however 

processed using both the dual and single frequency techniques, as well as processing 

orbital arcs using different combinations of input data, yielding somewhat independent 

solutions. Figure C.1, Figure C.2, and Figure C.3 below show representative differences 

in solutions for three epochs of data collection. The December 2009 arcs were formed 

from radio occultation data collected with the antenna pointing 45 degrees off zenith, the 

spring 2010 arcs were formed from radio occultation data collected with the antenna 

pointing 60 degrees off zenith, and the late 2010 arcs were formed from the 85 minute 

zenith pointing data collections. 

 

In the figures, the zero line represents the arc created using one day of data and the dual 

frequency processing technique, which was used as the reference. As such, the zero line 

is not necessarily the best solution among the six. 
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Figure C.1: Comparison with the November 17, 2009 (day 351) arc, created using 
L1 and L2 data 
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Figure C.2: Comparison with the May 6, 2010 (day 126) arc, created using L1 and 
L2 data 
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Figure C.3: Comparison with the December 1, 2010 (day 335) arc, created using L1 
and L2 data 

 

There are several patterns apparent in the data.  

 

First, it is clear that the radio occultation data arcs suffer considerably worse accuracy 

than the 85 minute arcs with the antenna pointing to zenith. The worse accuracy is likely 

due to a combination of the poor geometry from the antenna pointing direction, the 

increased atmospheric effects on measurements from satellites tracked near the horizon, 

and above all the short measurement window providing insufficient opportunity for a 

good resolution of the ambiguities or observation of the satellite dynamics, as well as less 

time to acquire a full constellation for redundant measurements. Even when there are 
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measurements these short arcs appear only to be accurate to tens of meters, indicated by 

the poor agreement of the precise arcs processed using different strategies.  

 

For the longer data collections, the agreement of the different processing strategies 

indicates that the precise orbits are accurate to approximately the 1 meter level where 

there are GPS measurements and to tens of meters when the position is propagated 

through an outage.  

 

In both cases, it is clearly visible that the dual frequency processing option provides far 

greater self consistency than the single frequency processing option. Throughout the later 

half of the thesis the dual frequency precise orbit determination trajectories, formed with 

85 minute zenith pointing GPS data sets as input, have been used as truth trajectories.  


